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Abstract 

In the past few years, there has been a boom in programs that emphasize a social 

dimension in pursuit of a corporate mission. These programs are also seeking improved 

relationships with the communities in which companies operate. Increasingly, 

corporations' logos, brand names and resources are employed to promote social causes 

(e.g., child hunger and environmental protection). However, at the same time, 

companies also need to know how to meet their economic objectives. How to achieve a 

win-win outcome is certainly not very evident. 

This study extends prior research about what happens when a consumer considers the 

purchase of a brand that supports a specific cause. The research examines whether a 

better return on investment can result from sponsoring social causes instead of non

social onts (e.g., commercial). 

This study utilizes laboratory experiments, employing conjoint analysis and 

measurement of beliefs, to provide estimates of the relative value certain consumers 

place on the social attributes of products. Two experiments in the United States and one 

in Mexico were conducted with a brand-choice task. Tht! conjoint approach was used to 

obtain more realistic measures of consumers' preferences, hoping to avoid the social 

desirability bias that can occur when surveys are used to tap preferences. The results 

showed that the social attributes of products do, on average, affect individual's 

preferences and beliefs. Moreover, it was found that a positive attitude toward a brand 

can be reinforced through positive beliefs generated from a high leve! of"fit" between a 

brand and its type of sponsorship. This study provided one of the first estimates of the 

value of sponsorship for the six brands analyzed in the study. Additionally, three 

distinct segments of consumers - socially-oriented, non-socially-oriented and passive -

were identified. 



Chapter One: Introduction and Literature Review 

1.1 Introduction 

Imagine you are in a supermarket, and looking for drinkable yogurt of a good 

quality brand. Which brand profile would most appeal to you? 

A. Brand A drinkable yogurt: a fresh and superior-quality product that corresponds 

to the latest snack trends, with an exquisite taste, ten different flavors, and also 

sponsors an NBA Team. 

B. Brand B drinkable yogurt: a fresh and superior-quality product that corresponds 

to the latest snack trends, with an exquisite taste, ten different flavors, and also 

sponsors the "Building Their Dreams" program. This corporate program, now in 

its fifth year, collects donations to support medical care homes for children. 

C. Brand C drinkable yogurt: a fresh and superior-quality product that corresponds 

to the latest snack trends, with an exquisite tastc, ten different flavors, and also 

sponsors the "Big Brother" TV program. 

D. Brand D drinkable yogurt: a fresh and superior-quality product that corresponds 

to the latest snack trends, with an exquisite tast1:, ten different flavors, and also 

sponsors a preservation program for endangered cultural sites. 
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Which brand profile do consumers prefer? Which brand profile do consumers 

choose? Does the type of sponsorship have an influence on consumer judgments and 

beliefs regarding these brands? Are there sponsored cam.es which do not "fit" with the 

brand (e.g., tobacco companies sponsoring a kids' reading program), resulting in lower 

sales? And how favorable, if it exists, is the impact of the promotional campaign's 

social dimension? To what extent is a consumer's purchase intention affected by the 

presence of socially-related product attributes? 

Despite sorne commercial and social interest, there has been little research into 

these questions. Although sorne research has examined how social issues impact 

consumer behavior, little work has directly addressed how such social components 

influence consumer responses when compared more directly with other product 

attributes. Moreover, responses to these questions will allow for a better understanding 

of the effects of supporting marketing initiatives that include social causes. 

Increasingly, in response to shareholder and societal pressure, corporations are 

supporting social marketing or corporate social responsibility initiatives worldwide. 

However, these initiatives do not appear to be well understood. 

A better understanding is needed of the benefits to corporations when their 

marketing initiatives are connected to social causes. Specifically, more research is 

needed to demonstrate that involvement with a societal marketing program will provide 

a better retum on investment of marketing resources. W:1ile the above questions remain 

unanswered, corporations will face a lack of efficiency in their marketing initiatives; 
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communications and public relations areas will not be as effective in brand leverage, 

given the potential positive impact of these social efforts. 

The purpose of this study is to provide insight imo the value to corporations of 

social initiatives where resources are allocated in support of a social cause, as one form 

of corporate societal marketing, or CSM (Drumwright & Murphy, 2002). The issue of 

the tangible benefits of cause-related programs is the primary research objective of this 

study. Docs sponsoring a clearly social cause versus a clcarly commercial cause ( e.g., a 

brand of beer sponsoring a designated driver program vs. a racing car team) promote 

more favorable consumer preferences? The real marketing issue is not whether 

consumers would like their favorite brand to sponsor community activities. It seems 

evident that consumers value these activities. What is not known is how much people 

value social initiatives compared to other kind of promotional activities, and the extent 

to which people differ in their evaluations. In other words, could a better retum on 

investment be expected if financial resources are allocated to sponsor a social cause 

(e.g., a breast cancer program) rather than a commercial cause (e.g., an intemational 

cuisine TV show)? 

One primary concern is to advance the understanding of how brand judgment 

and consumer beliefs regarding a brand will be affected by whether that brand is 

associated with providing financial support (i.e., sponsorship) of a social cause, versus 

providing similar support for a clearly commercial venture. Moreover, this study will 

evaluate whether the impact associated with preferencei,, brand judgment and beliefs is 

moderated by how consumers perceive the "fit" benveen the brand and the cause 

(Hoeffler & Keller, 2002). Will sponsoring a "high fit" social cause (e.g., a brand of 
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milk sponsoring a "Free Books and Lunch for Schools" program) create more favorable 

preferences, beliefs, attitudes and intentions than sponsoring a "low fit" social cause 

(e.g., a milk company sponsoring a campaign against drug consumption)? To date, 

researchers have only indirectly addressed this question. 

Finally, it is sometimes argued that specific groups of socially-conscious 

consumers exist (Roberts, 1996). To investigate this claim, a cluster analysis was 

utilized to identify different consumer segments. 

In general, research on these issues needs to be expanded in order to provide 

marketing practitioners with guidance about whether and how to pursue corporate 

societal marketing initiatives. Specifically, managers need to know the value of social 

sponsorship when deciding how to invest their scarce resources more efficiently. In 

addition, this study is important to the investment community, since it has shown 

increasing interest in how corporate social responsibility initiatives, such as cause

related sponsorships, should be valued. For example, sorne investment agencies and 

ranking systems include corporate societal initiatives as an important element of 

corporations' value in the investment market. The purpose is not to definitively 

determine whether or not social sponsorship is the crucial attribute, but to address the 

more subtle issue associated with whether or not consumers are willing to "pay" for 

adopting a charitable position. 

Moreover, this study is important for non-profit organizations, since it provides 

them with more tangible evidence to help them justify their activities to current 

supporters and attract future donors. These organizations could also strengthen the 

social alliances with their adopted causes to provide favorable financia! benefits for 



both sides. Furthermore, this study is important for govemments, particularly those with 

fewer resources, since the combination of company and public activities could result in 

increased societal well-being. Additionally, if the tangible benefits of sponsoring social 

causes are identified, companies will be interested in shifting from short term cause

related campaigns to long-term and more strategic socially-oriented campaigns. 

This study analyzes the individual's trade-offs between the benefits perceived or 

associated with different brand profiles. These profiles include marketing initiatives, as 

part of the brand's attributes, which significantly affect an individual's preferences over 

their brand choice. In the first part of the study, a corooint analysis is applied as a 

standard measure of consumer trade-offs (Green & Srinivasan, 1990; Wittink & Cattin, 

1989) to participants' rankings of altemative brand profilcs. Moreover, beliefs also were 

evaluated with different marketing initiatives, in order to identify if specific types of 

sponsorship and alignment imply positive associations with the brand. To investigate 

this, basic brand personality measures were applied. 

First, the conjoint analysis showed that social sponsorship had an effect on 

subject's preferences. Second, positive beliefs were found when the brand was aligned 

to societal marketing initiatives, as compared to comrnercial sponsorship. Third, by 

comparing the value of sponsorship in social and commercial efforts, this study 

provided one of the first estimates of the value of cause marketing initiatives for six 

different brands. Last, by applying a cluster analysis 1:0 the subject's part-worths of 

different brand attributes, the study showed that participants could be categorized into 

three distinct segments - socially-oriented, non-socially-oriented, and low personal 

involvernent with the marketing initiatives. A relatively large nurnber of participants 

were sensitive to societal marketing initiatives. 
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In the three studies, the results were generally as expected, except for one brand. 

The experiments included six different brands and twenty-four causes in two countries. 

These exploratory studies could contribute directly to marketers' evaluations of whether 

investing their scarce resources in social activities will provide positive results, with 

regard to brand differentiation, loyalty, efficiency and purchase intentions. 

The remainder of this work is organized as follows: a relevant literature review 

is presented in Chapter 1. Chapter 2 describes the conceptual model and research 

questions. The experimental procedures, approach to the trade-off exercise, and 

measures of beliefs, attitudes and purchase intention associated with the brand are 

described in Chapter 3. Chapter 4 reports the overall experimental findings and brand 

preference results. Additionally, estimates of the do llar value of sponsorship and results 

of the cluster analysis are provided. Chapter 5 discusses conclusions, limitations, 

managerial implications and directions for future research. 
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1.2 Literat111re Review 

Nowadays, marketers are being asked to show answerable efficiency and 

performance in ali their marketing initiatives. They are being asked to prove that 

marketing activities that include cause-related campaigns are effective and demonstrate 

retum on investment (ROI). Similarly, corporations that support cause-related 

marketing programs expect to help both the cause and thcir bottom line. According to 

the American Marketing Association (AMA) and Marketing Science Institute research 

priorities, "cfficient marketing initiatives have caught the attention of many areas within 

companies, from top management to operations, R&D, and finance that have important 

roles to play in successful marketing". Similarly, marketing academics are being asked 

to extend the understanding and potential benefits of incorporating socially-oriented 

initiatives into corporate marketing programs. However, many questions remain as yet 

unanswered. 

1.3 Corporations and Social Initiatives 

Corporate social responsibility is defined as the company's "status and activities 

with respect to its perceived societal obligations" (Brown & Dacin, 1997). Similarly, the 

corporate social marketing program is a "corporate initiative where significant amounts 

of time and know-how of the marketing personnel or one of its agents are applied 

toward achicving a major goal of persuading people to engage in a socially-beneficial 

behavior" (Bloom, Hussein & Szykman, 1995). For example, Avon committed itself to 

raise breast cancer awareness around the world with its program "Avon Breast Cancer 

Awareness Crusade", which began in 1993. Through emplcyees and volunteer activities 
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such as walks, volunteerism, races, etc., Avon has raised and contributed $250 million 

to the caus,~. 

Social marketing initiatives or social responsibility responses by corporations 

have been identified to be a growing, if not well understood, corporate response to their 

shareholders and society on a global basis. The increasing importance of good corporate 

citizenship practice is currently publicized by the media, opinion surveys and academic 

research. 

Corporate social initiatives exist worldwide. Most of them are promoted by 

multi-national, national or regional corporations in each c:ountry. Corporate inclusion in 

social responsibility activities has been boosted internationally (Beth, 1994; Murray & 

Voguel, 1997; The World Economic Forum, 1999), where efforts have been promoted 

from a purely philanthropic view, to majar corporate strategic decisions. Practically 

l 00% of the world's top companies include the social responsibility issue as a basic 

connection with their community, through their mission and value statements. The most 

common practices are environmental and philanthropic a,;.:tivities. 

In recent years, the economic climate has forced ali corporations to evaluate the 

best ways of approaching social responsibility. Companies need to take into account 

both community needs and alignment with their business goals. Recently, corporations 

have been more involved in socially-oriented causes that imply more strategic efforts. 

This practice is part of a more economic orientation in forging a link between the 

corporation and its stakeholders. As a result of this, th,ere has been increasing debate 

about the value of corporate marketing initiatives to support certain types of causes or 

events. The extremes of these types of causes are those highly related to accomplishing 
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an economic objective (e.g., commercial sponsorship) and those related to a 

philanthropic objective (e.g., social sponsorship). But the question remains, are there 

causes that accomplish both objectives? In particular, does sponsorship of social 

initiatives result in a better retum on investment? 

Companies promote societal welfare through activities related to their products, 

workers, environment and community. 

The Body Shop promotes its product label "Against Animal Testing". The 

company is against animal testing for cosmetic produ,:ts and ingredients. Reebok 

promotes worker diversity and human rights practices. Recbok highlights, in reaction to 

another big competitor, that the company has integrated human rights principies into its 

business practices, such as its initiative to help ensure that child labor is not used in the 

production of soccer halls in Pakistani facilities. Now Reebok soccer halls bear the label 

"Guaranteed: Manufactured Without Child Labor." 

In addition, corporations have promoted environmental protection as a key 

factor in their relationships with the govemment and community. It is extremely 

important to promote programs that incorporate intemational environmental standards 

established by the ISO (Intemational Standard Organization) for ali manufacturing 

processes. On the other hand, it seems that environmental protection has recently 

become more regulated by public agencies, and has be~ome a requirement for the 

trading of goods. lnterestingly, it seems that social activ ists will distinguish between 

corporate efforts to just simply comply with environmental policies -which authorize 

them to trade their products in the domestic and international markets - and those that 

lead efforts to contribute to environmental welfare in collaboration with their 
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community and stakeholders. In the near future, i ntemal practices related to 

environmental protection could be perceived as part of the core business. 

After the terrible terrorist attacks in Washington and New York, corporations 

responded immediately with different kinds of resources. For example, General Electric, 

Microsoft, Pfizer, and Daimler Chrysler each donated $ l O mi Ilion, while AOL Time 

Wamer, Cisco, DuPont, and Merck pledged at least $5 million (Brady & Wood, 2001 ). 

In addition, corporate resources have long been destined to different community 

activities such as education and the arts. 

In summary, corporations are constantly seeking to improve their relationship 

with the local community, but at the same time are looking for ways to meet their 

business goals. 

1.3.1 Corporate Societal Marketing 

Recently, Corporate Societal Marketing (CSM) seems to be on the rise, in 

accordance with the increasing recognition of the vast potential of CSM programs 

(Drumwright, 1996; File & Prince, 1998; Varadarajan & Menon, 1988). Moreover, the 

resources allocated to these kinds of programs are highly significant: in 200 l, U .S. 

companies contributed $9 billion to social causes (Cone & Feldman, 2003). 

Corporate societal marketing is defined to "encompass marketing initiatives that 

have at least one non-economic objective related to social welfare and use the resources 
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of the company and/or one of its partners" (Drumwright & Murphy, 2001, p.164f lt is 

based on Kotler's concept of societal marketing developed during the early 1970s, 

which states that the "organization task is to determine the needs, wants, and interests of 

target markets and to deliver the desired satisfactions more effectively than competitors 

in a way that preserves or enhances the consumer's and society's well-being." (Kotler, 

2000). 

A distinction is made from the social marketing concept, which is related to 

activities by non-profit organizations or public agencies, in which the non-economic 

objectives are either the primary purpose of the effort, or the only one (Rangun & 

Karim, 1991; Andreasen, 1994). CSM involves both economic and non-econom1c 

objectives. More specifically, CSM initiatives do not require that non-econom1c 

objectives dominate economic objectives, but that the promoted causes at least have a 

"legitimate" non-economic orientation, in the sense that the effort cannot be entirely 

cynical. 

Historically, corporations have promoted social initiatives. Moreover, traditional 

relationships with the community have been initiatives with a low emphasis on business 

objectives; in other words, with a philanthropic orientation. Corporate philanthropy has 

been the traditional company response to certain community needs or demands, such as 

the reduction of poverty, the fight against disease, and the expansion of education and 

the arts. Specifically, philanthropic actions are traditionally perceived as check-writing 

activities, where perhaps a board member's spouse might have made the decision on 

where to allocate funds. Most of these resources have been deployed in foundations or 

1 Appendix A provides the complete list of CSM fonns. 
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activities in which company presidents or their spouses are personally involved. As a 

result of this, these activities are not generally related to the core business. 

Over the years, corporations have been challenged by a continuous process of 

global competition, budget restrictions and a demand fc.r efficient resource allocation. 

Recently, corporations have focused on those activities which add value to the 

company. Consequently, philanthropy activities have been influenced with a more 

strategic orientation, where the philanthropic function and business objectives are more 

related. This strategic philanthropy includes activities where the product and brand tie in 

more directly with the social cause, and gain at least sorne exposure. 

Increasingly, non-profit organizations are seeking corporate funds and in-kind 

gifts, often giving companies opportunities to showcase their products and services. For 

example, Motorola has sponsored the biggest charity sports event in Mexico with an in

kind gift of communication radios. Similarly, Sony contributes with in-kind gift 

products to areas involved with the arts, education and health. In 1997, Johnson & 

Johnson supported hospital-related causes with $52 million in cash and $70 million in 

products (Oeutsch, 1997). By means of this association, Motorola, Sony, and Johnson & 

Johnson have achieved considerable exposure, since their products have directly 

benefited the community. Another example of an in-kind gift service was developed by 

ConAgra Foods. Through its logistics expertise, the company helps to distribute tons of 

food in the "America's Harvest" program. 

Consequently, marketers have increasingly incorporated a social dimension into 

their daily activities, such as promotion and communications, social alliances, and 
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specific cause-related programs. Most causes chosen are those related to children, 

education, health, poverty relief and the arts. 

Advertising with a social dimension (e.g., Nike's support of young women and 

minorities participating in sports) can result in a high level of effectiveness in achieving 

company-oriented objectives, such as motivating the work force or communicating the 

essence of the company's values (Drumwright, 1996). Consumers regard it favorably, 

and it results in positive purchase intentions among consumer segments (Ross, Patterson 

& Stutts, 1992; Ross, Stutts & Patterson, 1991; Smith & Alcom, 1991 ). 

Marketers use licensing agreements, whereby products can use the names or 

lagos from non-profit organizations. The agreements include contractual fees and co

branding support, both on packaging and in communications activities. Corporations 

pay more than $500 million ayear to organizations to print their name on their products 

(Abelson, 1999). An example of this type of association is GlaxoSmithKline, which 

utilized the American Cancer Society's logo to help give credibility to its nicotine 

replacement products. 

Social alliances are yet another type of relationship. These are collaborative 

efforts between companies and non-profit organizations that encompass clase, mutually 

beneficia!, long-term pat1nerships designed to accomplish strategic goals for both 

entities (Drumwright, Cunningham & Berger, 2000). For example, ConAgra Foods 

serves one million meals in communities through the "Feeding Children Better" 

program. The multi-year, multi-million dallar initiative, whose crucial element is to 

raise public awareness of child hunger, includes a $50 million dallar Ad Council PSA 

Campaign. In ajoint effort with America's Second Harvest, the initiative is planning the 
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creation of Kids' Cafés in 100+ local communities, and the enhancement of a 

transportation system that will eventually bring hundrcds of millions of pounds of 

wasted food back into the nation's hunger relief system. By the end of 2003, ConAgra 

Foods will donate trucks to nearly half of the 200 food banks in the United States. 

In general, corporations are evaluating different types of relationships with non

profit organizations that maximize interaction with their society, and add value to the 

company. 

1.4 Society and Cause Marketing 

During the last decade, there has been an increasing number and type of civil 

groups supporting different kinds of social causes that promote societal welfare. 

Moreover, in past World Economic Forums, more civil and environmental groups have 

demanded greater social responsibility on the part of global and local companies. There 

are more than 850,000 registered non-profit charitable organizations, and 495,993 non

governmental organizations (NGOs) in the United Stati!s. Similarly, there are tens of 

thousands NGOs around the world. 

As a result, there is a trend towards more consumer activism with regard to the 

"social behavior" of corporations. Companies should expect their social initiatives to be 

scrutinized in the same way that labor and environmental policies, and other business 

practices, are. Correspondingly, consumers are demanding that corporations, brands, 

products and services act with a greater degree of social responsibility. 

These "consumer activist groups" are continua.lly aware of company actions 

with regard to their community and environment. More specifically, they are evaluating 
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the marketing and communication strategies of corpora':ions. For examp\e, Ford was 

criticized by animal protection groups in the launch campaign of its 2003 Fiesta model 

in Argentina. The advertisement showed a dog exp\oding after mistakenly drinking 

gasoline. The company was forced to apologize and :,crap the TV commercial. In 

summary, these types of decisions have become a current issue in the day-to-day 

strategic management of business. 

However, social initiatives certainly have the potential to improve societal 

welfare, since corporations are essentially "doing well by doing good"; yet recent 

corporate scandals result in more public concems about the true motives behind any 

campa1gn. 

Concem about real motives could, in fact, undermine the success of a social 

initiative. For example, American Express was criticized for its "Charge Against 

Hunger" and "American Express Statue of Liberty Restoration Project" campaigns, 

because more resources were assigned to advertising than were actually donated to the 

causes. In 1999, Philip Morris spent $75 mili ion on social activities, and $100 mi Ilion 

on advertising them. Similarly, the Anheuser-Busch moderation campaigns have been 

criticized because of doubtful motives. In the case of designated driver ad campaigns, 

there are conflicting opinions; sorne claim that it is nothing more than brand advertising 

(DeJong, Atkin & Wallack, 1992), whereas Anheuser-Busch and other related 

associations present positive statistics and claim a better outcome with their campaigns 

than publicly-led efforts (Ringold, 1999). 

Past research suggests that consumers are willng to support those companies 

which promote social causes. Increasing corporate support of social causes implies that 
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the preferences and desires of consumer segments are pushing for this activity. That is, 

firms would not independently take costly social positions without customers' 

willingness to grant advantages to companies that satisfy these desires. But firms need 

to know how. 

With regard to the causes themselves, there is evidence to suggest that 

consumers prefer local causes to national ones (Ross, Stutts & Patterson, 1991; Smith & 

Alcom, 1991 ), and disaster relief or the curing of diseases to other causes (Ellen, Mohr 

& Webb, 1996; Ross, Stutts & Patterson, 1991 ). This type of advertising appears to be 

more effective with luxury products than practica] ones, perhaps because the donation 

offsets feelings of guilt associated with the purchase and consumption of luxury 

products (Strahilevitz & Myers, 1995). Consumers perce:ive less exploitation and more 

benefit to the cause when donations are larger (Dahl & Lavack, 1995). Moreover, they 

respond most positively when tactics used prompt attributions of genuine altruism from 

the firm's side; for example, donations of products are more likely to prompt 

attributions of altruism than cash donations (Ellen, Mohr & Webb, I 996). 

Cultural and economic differences in global markets influence customer 

preferences and characteristics (Samli, 1995; Moss and Vinten, 200 I ). In emerging 

communities, particularly where govemments lack social benefits programs, the social

oriented response could achieve good positive positioning. According to the 2002 

ACNielsen report "Good is Gold", income is a significant factor in the general support 

of both a cause-related marketing issue and its types of causes; for example, the group 

most likcly to buy a brand because it supports a cause were low-income earners, and 

they were more Iikely to support child or youth-related causes, giving the lowest score 

to general community causes. 
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In general, sociecy is expecting a favorable response from any corporate action. 

Similarly, consumers are more willing to be informed about their favorite brand and its 

interaction with the communicy. 

1.4.1 The Value of Social Causes and Survey Studies 

Corporations have become increasingly active in the number and cype of social 

causes they promote, and are increasing the resources allocated to them. From 1989 to 

1992, cause-marketing grew from $100 mili ion in cJrporate expenditures to $254 

mili ion (Andreasen, 1996). In the mid-90s, figures were estimated as high as $2 billion 

(Smith, 1994). Nowadays, it is estimated that $9 billion are allocated to social causes by 

U.S. companies (Cone, 2003). 

As mentioned earlier, corporations seek to align their economic goals with non

economic goals when they support social causes. Similarly, consumers want more 

support for social causes by corporations. In this cont,;;::xt, when corporations support 

social causes, they expect added value for their busines~;, and it appears that consumers 

are willing to reward companies for these initiatives. However, although there is 

evidence that these initiatives influence behavior, little attention has been given to 

stating specific value or benefits when including a social dimension. But in light of the 

apparent importance of the tapie, it is surprising how little academic research has been 

done in previous years, "and what is available about the importance to define the scope 

of corporate social responsibilicy is both mixed and thin'' (Windsor, 2001 ). 
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In a survey of 25 company marketing managers and 23 fund-raising managers at 

non-profit organizations, it was shown that both groups view cause-related marketing 

positively, which benefits both businesses and non-profit organizations (Barnes & 

Fitzgibbons, 1992). 

Recent studies on corporate social responsibili':y suggest that consumers are 

g1vmg increasing consideration to the social dimension of products and business 

processes, and that these concerns have financia! implications for the business involved 

(Friedman & Miles, 2001; CAFOD, 1998). Previous re:;earch suggests that consumers 

have a generally fairly rational view of social issues. Moreover, opinion surveys show 

the increasing influence of corporate social responsibility on consumers' purchase 

behavior. Consumers, for their part, increasingly shop with a cause in mind and 

consider a company's support of social causes when deciding which products to buy 

and recornmend to others. 

In a global context, many studies have been ,::arried out in severa! different 

countries on the effects of cause-related marketing programs. In the U.S., according to 

the severa! Cone/Roper Corporate Citizenship Studies, it was found that cause 

marketing is well received among consumers (Carring1!r, 1994). For example, 64% of 

American adults surveyed said they believe that cause marketing should be a standard 

part of a company's activities; 78% said they would be more likely to buy a product 

associated with a cause that they care about; and 84°/c, said cause marketing creates a 

positive image. The 2002 Cone Corporate Citizenship Study showed that nine out of ten 

Americans want to hear about companies' charitable activities. 
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A recent New Zealand survey by Ford & Flannery/ ACNielsen looked at actual 

buying behavior, rather than stated intention, and found that a company's support for a 

"cause sponsorship category" <loes influence buying behavior. This survey builds on the 

findings of the previously-mentioned report, "Good is Gold", by Stillwater 

Marketing/ ACNielsen, that showed that 74% of respondents said they would be 

prepared to change their nonnal brand or service if a similar brand or service supported 

a worthy cause. This report showed that 41. 7% of respondents had actually purchased a 

product or service because of cause-related marketing and 84% agreed that social 

sponsorship did change their image of a brand. 

In Mexico, results consistent with the outcomes of the US and New Zealand 

studies have been identified, and are likely to be replica.ted throughout Latin America; 

consumers in this part of the world have also indicated such a preference, according to 

two studics by Latin America Marketing Consultants, and Vivian Blair y Asociados. 

Additional benefits are perceived, such as 1!mployee loyalty and aid in 

recruitment; according to the 2001 Cone/Roper Corporate Citizenship Study, 88% of 

employees aware of cause-related programs at their companies feel a "strong sense of 

loyalty" to their employers. And 53% of employees at companies with such programs 

chose to work at the organizations partly because of their employers' expressed 

commitment to various social issues. According to the 2001 National Employee 

Benchmark Study by Walker lnfonnation on volunteerism and philanthropy, 62% of 

employees at companies with volunteer programs recommend their companies as places 

to work, while just 39% at companies without su~h programs recommend their 

employers. And among employees who are very involved with their companies' 
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volunteer programs, 73% say their employer's support for their efforts has made them 

more committed to their jobs. In addition, companies such as Timberland and The Body 

Shop are listed among Fortune's 300 best companies to work for, because oftheir social 

actions which promote "good value" for their business. 

Energy and resources oriented toward social initiatives by corporations represent 

a key element from an investment perspective. In Eur:ipe and the United States, the 

stock value of sorne companies retlects the social responsibility efforts by those 

corporations, and more indexes that include a social dimension are to be found in the 

market, such as the Dow Jones Sustainability Index, the Calvert Social Index and the 

Domi 400 Social Index. 

In summary, surveys of consumers by Cone/Roper and others report the positive 

effects of social activity by corporations on consumer behavior (Donaldson & Davis, 

1990; Cone Inc., 1999; Aksoy & Elliot, 2001 ). Moreover, these reports, designed to 

identify consumer intentions to purchase brands that have supported social causes, have 

consistently shown that consumers prefer to buy such brands, ali other factors being 

equal. Additional benefits are perceived, such as an increase in brand equity, consumer 

and employee loyalty, differentiation of their brands from the competition, and profit

boosting. Moreover, good "corporate citizenship behavior" implies favorable treatment 

from stakeholders, such as investors. Indeed, a social initiative can make a company 

significantly more attractive to stakeholders, and for this reason, the approach to these 

initiatives must be the same as with any other long-term business and branding 

strategies. 
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However, most of the conclusions from these studies are based on survey results 

that ask respondents to simply rank the importance of a list of social issues or what they 

say they would do in very hypothetical situations, and hence do not force consumers to 

trade off the social features of products for traditional ones. Hence, these surveys may 

overstate the importance of social features, since thcre are clearly more socially

acceptable answers. That is to say, it is not unreasonable to assume that very few people 

would answer that they do not care about the use of child labor or the amount of 

pollution involved in the manufacturing of products they consume. Therefore, these 

surveys could be impacted by a social desirability bias, whereby respondents felt 

obligated to respond favorably to the intention measures. 

As a result, tangible results about how corporat,:! societal marketing initiatives 

have affected the bottom line are quite limited (Weeden, 1998). Most of them are 

anecdotal evidence. 

An example of this type of anecdotal evidence can be found in two social 

alliances promoted by the American Cancer Society (ACS). Recently-released 

information states that social alliances with GlaxoSmithKline and General Milis have 

brought benefits to both sides. ACS affirms that GlaxoSmithKline increased its market 

share of the nicotine replacement products industry to 93%, during a promotional 

campaign that utilized the Society's logo to help give credibility to the products. 

Similarly. they state that a "Symbols of Hope" campaign, which used cyclist and cancer 

survivor Lance Armstrong as a spokesperson for Wheaties breakfast cereal (and also 

utilized the Society's logo), was evaluated as one of the top five campaigns in the 

history of General Milis. 
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In Great Britain, Taylors of Harrogate, a small, Y orkshire-based tea and coffee 

specialist, launched a "Trees for Life" appeal in 1990, with the aim of planting one 

million trees around the world. By saving special Y orkshire Tea tokens, customers have 

contributed towards planting two million trees, and every year, the business donates 

f 100,000 of its profits to Oxfam. The program coordinator claims that the business has 

benefited from sales growth, brand loyalty, an extended market of tea drinkers, and 

good PR, where they have proven that small businesses can truly make a difference. 

Another example: a construction company helpcd to promote the Construction 

Helping Missing Persons Scheme (CHaMPs) for the National Missing Persons Helpline 

(NMPH), by using company vehicles. The program consisted of carrying NMPH 

posters of missing people on its trucks, which travel nationwide in Great Britain, to 

boost awareness of missing people, and for charitable purposes. lt started with 20 trucks 

and after two years, they now have a coalition of construction companies involved and 

150 trucks carrying stickers. NMPH claims benefits for both sirles in terms of funds and 

exposure: besides, it states that the construction companies, which have invested 

relatively little financially, have had a phenomenal amaunt of positive feedback from 

customers. 

Unfortunately, more specific details on how much share or profits changed as a 

direct result of the social alliances are not currently available. 

1.5 Sponsorship and Social Causes 

CSM initiatives involve marketing activities such as sponsorship and cause

related marketing. Traditionally, sponsorship is perceived as a profit-oriented marketing 

initiative. Commercial sponsorship, "a provision of assi:;tance either financia! or in kind 
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to an activity by a commercial organization for the purpose of achieving commercial 

objectives," (Meenaghan, 1983), has shown significant results compared with other 

marketing initiatives, such as advertising. Gardner and Shuman (1988) extend the 

definition of sponsorship as "investments in causes c,r events to support corporate 

objectives (enhance corporate image) or marketing objec:tives (such as increasing brand 

awareness)." 

Commercial sponsorship (i.e., sports events) has been the habitual type of 

sponsorship supported by marketing areas, where the brand is well publicized through 

different means of communication by the event and public relations management. A 

huge number of events sponsored by corporations have been organized in the last 

decade. Sports events (Meenaghan, 1998) top the list, followed by the arts, education, 

and social causes. For example, the 2002 Japan World Soccer Cup and the 2000 

Australian Olympic Games were sponsored by VISA; the 2003 NBA playoffs by Sprite 

and Verizon; and the 2003 US Open by Lincoln, American Express and JP Margan 

Chase. Phillip Morris has sponsored arts and sporting events annually to the tune of 

around $50 million (Kluger, 1996). 

Cause-Related Marketing (CRM) involves the contribution to a cause by a finn, 

which is linked to customers engaging in revenue-producing transactions with that finn 

(Varadarajan & Menan, 1988, p.60). In other words, a company promises to make a 

donation to a designated social cause based on a percentage of the profits from the sale 

of a specific product or service. For example, P&G is donating 1 O cents for specific 

products sold to the "Give Kids The World" organization, until donations reach a target 

$500,000. Located near Orlando, "Give Kids The World", in cooperation with a number 

of world--famous central Florida attractions, provides week-long vacations for children 
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with life-threatening illnesses and their families. Another example: in the past three 

years, County Line brand has raised more than $210,000 with an annual Christmas 

promotion. The brand donates one cent to the child hunger cause for every pound of 

County Line cheese sold. 

Similarly, social sponsorship is considered to be one of the fastest-growing 

segments in advertising and public relations, with more than $500 million being spent 

by U.S. corporations to support non-profit organizations or social causes and help to 

achieve their business goals. There is evidence that cause sponsorship can impact 

consumer behavior. Webb et al. (2000) evaluated attitudes toward charitable 

organizations and attitudes toward helping others. Ros~: et al. (1992) found that cause 

sponsorship created a positive impact on perceptions of the sponsoring firm, and Brown 

and Dacin ( 1997) demonstrated that corporate social responsibility associations can 

influence product evaluations. 

A recent intematíonal review (Comwell & Maignan, 1998) highlighted "the 

poor understanding between stated objectives and achieved results of different types of 

sponsorship and lack of underlying theories and conceptual definitions". lt is interesting 

to note that, despite the apparent importance of sponsorship for profit and non-profit 

organizations, very little research can be found that includes both the social and 

commercial dimensions. 

There has been a myriad of social causes supported by corporations that involve 

different kinds of resources (money, in-kind, volunteer, expertise), initiative conception 

(own program or social alliances), type of cause (restoration, education, hunger, arts, 
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health, etc.), timing (specific or permanent campaign) and coverage (regional, national, 

global).2 Sorne illustrative examples are: 

In the early 1980s, American Express was considered to be the first company in 

the United States to get involved in social sponsorship (Andreasen, 1996). The company 

raised $1.7 million for the restoration of the Statue of Liberty. As a result of this 

initiative, usage ofthe American Express card showed an increase of 28%. 

Danone Mexico's "Building Their Dreams" program, now in its fifth year, 

collects donations totaling more than $2 million per year to support medica! care homes 

for children. For 30 years, Campbell's has contributed, through the "Labels for 

Educatíon" program, educational resources to schools across the United States, by 

encouraging consumers to redeem the labels from Campbell's products. 

The Ronald McDonald House Charities' objective "is working to better the lives 

of children and their families around the world." In 1974, Fred Hill of the Philadelphia 

Eagles teamed up with McDonald's to found the first of many Ronald McDonald 

Houses, providing free or very low-cost accommodation to the families of critically-ill 

children as the young patients undergo treatment for their medica! conditions. Since 

then, McDonald's has allocated more than $320 million in grants worldwide, and claims 

that with the support of a global network of 171 inclependent local Chapters in 44 

countries - as well as hundreds of thousands of passionate and caring people - they have 

had phenomenal success. 

Reebok's Human Rights Program supports conferences, rock concerts and an 

annual ceremony awarding young human rights activists. The company also promotes 

2 Appendix B contains a representative list of social initiatives. 
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the observance of human rights in its business practices. A sophisticated strategy aimed 

at differentiation is Reebok's active support of Amnesty lntemational. 

A von is the largest corporate supporter of the breast cancer cause in the U .S. 

Since 1993, the A von Breast Cancer Crusade has promoted breast cancer awareness and 

education and early detection screening services such as mammograms and clinical 

breast exams. Avon is considered the largest corporate supporter of the breast cancer 

cause. The crusade raises funds to accomplish its mission through the sale of special 

merchandise, such as pins with the insignia ofthe pink breast cancer ribbon. In addition, 

Avon has developed a series of "Walk for Cancer" programs, which last year, involved 

600,000 existing and potential customers and A von sales representatives. lts program 

covers 50 countries with sorne $250 million generated since its conception. In addition, 

Avon has social alliances with different associations; for example, $ l 00 mili ion raised 

through the Avon Breast Cancer and Worldwide Fund for Women's Health. 

Kimberly-Clark, through its Kimberly-Clark Community Playgrounds Project, 

has built 35 playgrounds serving 37,000 children. 

Chevrolet has promoted violence awareness, foc:using particularly on youth. As 

part of Chevy R.O.C.K.(Reaching Out to Communities and Kids), l l O new SA VE 

(Students Against Violence Everywhere) chapters have been created in US high 

schools. 

Rockport's, through its annual walking campaign, has involved 30 million 

participants in the United States. 
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Gillette launched the "Gillette Women's Cancer Connection" program, which 

provides women cancer patients, their families and friends with access to emotional 

wellness resources when faced with a cancer experience. Through a website, the 

program provides vital connections to people and resou~ces needed to ease the journey 

through the treatment of women's cancer. 

Target promotes its "Take Charge of Education'' program through extensive in

store signage. Target follows up that commitment by giving back over $2 million each 

week to neighborhoods, programs and schools across thc country. 

JC Penney launched its JC Penney "CAN DO" after-school program, m 

partnership with the Boys & Girls Club of America and the YMCA. The three-year $30 

million initiative is committed to enhancing and expanding quality, affordable after

school programs for children. 

Over one million children are reported missing {:very year. An essential tool for 

finding a missing child is a current, high-quality, color photograph. To this end, since 

1993, Polaroid has made a social alliance with the National Center for Missing and 

Exploited Children (NCMEC) and developed "Project KidCare", a national child safety 

and standardized photo identification program. 

In Great Britain, Kellogg's and ChildLine have launched the "Helping Kids 

Grow" campaign, which aims to help children solve their problems and worries 

themselves, through talking to their family, a friend, teacher or counselor. 

In 1988, LensCrafters created the "Give the Gift: of Sight" initiative which has 

helped more than 2 million underprivileged people in the U.S. and in 25 developing 
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countries around the world, see clearly. LensCrafter's goal is to give the gift of sight to 

three million people by the year 2003. 

Home Depot has supported Habitat for Humanity since 1993. The company has 

helped to build more than 150 homes for lower-income families in North America. The 

company has also, in partnership with "Rebuilding Together", renovated more than 

20,000 homes for the elderly and disabled in over 230 communities since 1991, and 

built and refurbished nearly 100 playgrounds with KaBOOM! Since 1989, Home Depot 

has contributed more than $125 million to charitable programs. 

One of the major factors behind Timberland being ranked in Fortune's 2003 list 

of Best Companies to Work For is its "Path of Service" program. In 1992, the "Path of 

Service" employee volunteer program was launched, which allows Timberland 

employees up to 40 hours of paid time per year for community service. Since then, 

Team Timberland has partnered with over 200 non-prcfit organizations to invest over 

170,000 hours of community service in 13 countries, 26 states, and 73 cities. 

Lcvi's has contributed with more than $25 million in grants for AJOS care and 

prevention in the last two decades, and has promoted volunteer work since 1968, 

through its 80 community involvement teams. 

Indeed, most of the cause-marketing initiatives enable corporations to tie their 

names to their contribution in a more direct manner. As discussed above, different 

resources are deployed to support carefully-chosen social needs, with which company 

names are subsequently associated, and the company's cause and commitment to 

societal welfare is then promoted worldwide. Through this association, both the 

businesses and the causes benefit in ways they could not have otherwise achieved. The 
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issue is how such associations are achieved, and how rnd which causes to choose in 

order to maximize efficiency in terms of brand leverage. 

There is a considerable difference between commercial and social sponsorships. 

The typical Fortune 500 company contributes 1.3% of pre-tax eamings to charity; best

in-class companies are allocating 5%. A vaya Inc., a global network communications 

company, signed on to spend $100 million in sponsorship fees and network 

infrastructure for the 2002 World Cup and ali FIF A events through the year 2006. 

According to the IEG Sponsorship Report, U.S. top sponsors like Anheuser-Busch and 

PepsiCo are spending $235 million and $240 million a year on commercial 

sponsorships. Similarly, these sums approximate those allocated by Avon to their JO 

year cause program; with two-year campaigns by U.S. top sponsors, the amount is 

greater than ali resources donated by the well-known Ronald McDonald House 

Charities program since its conception in 1974. 

As mentioned earlier, marketing efficiency is an issue and there is a need to 

demonstrate tangible results when corporations are deciding the best way to deploy their 

scarce resources. There is a continua! effort within different research domains to 

identify social sponsorship contributions and align the hi:;torically separate ideologies of 

profit and non-profit interests. For example, the growing importance of this tapie can be 

seen in the current movement toward social accountability audits (The Economist, 

1999), and the increasing amounts of money that corporations spend to "fix" systems 

under pressure from increasingly sophisticated interest grnups. 

1.6 Brand Associations 
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Comwell and Maignan's (1998) research suggests that sponsorship involves two 

main activities: 1) an exchange between a sponsor and a sponsored entity, whereby the 

latter receives a fee and the former obtains the right to associate itself with the activity 

sponsored, and 2) the marketing of the association by the sponsor. Additionally, 

Crimmins and Hom's (1996) work explains that "sponsorship improves the perception 

of a brand by flanking our beliefs about the brand and linking the brand to an event or 

organization that the target audience already values highly" (p.12). Moreover, a brand 

associated to a cause could promote public awareness, involving entire communities of 

employees, suppliers, customers, and public officials. The corporation's stakeholders 

consequently interact with more people, and the brand is promoted more extensively, 

while marketers get to enhance corporate brands in ways that are meaningful to them. In 

general, companies expect a valuable brand association lo result from this relationship. 

Indeed, in this situation, a positive brand association is expected when a brand supports 

social initiatives, and can be identified with a social dimmsion. 

As shown above, there are innumerable cause programs promoted by 

corporations, where a brand is tied to a particular event. Companies contribute with 

different kinds of resources, such as expertise, money and in-kind gifts to carefully

chosen social causes, and use communication technology to tell the world about their 

commitment. However, a clearer perception is needed regarding social marketing 

initiatives and their relation with the event, product, and brand levels, since social 

marketing is now in the growth phase of its product life cycle (Andreasen, 2002). 

Brand personality (Aaker, 1997), which refers to the set of human characteristics 

associated with a brand, may play an important part in the beliefs about brand's 

sponsorship. Brand personality tends to serve a symbolic or self-expressive function 
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(Keller, 1993). These human characteristics associations enable a consumer to express 

his or her own self (Belk, 1988), an ideal self (Malhotra. 1988), or specific dimensions 

of the self (Kleine, Kleine & Keman, 1993) through the use of a brand. 

Consumers respond to these brand associations 1:hrough surveys and anecdotal 

evidence, indicating that they would prefer to buy or are willing to compensate those 

brands that have supported social causes, ali other factors being equal. From this 

perspective, those brands associated with a social dimension might be preferred and 

rewarded by consumers. Specifically, in the context of brand equity, marketers can use 

the identifiable association to better meet a segment's needs, obtain premium prices, 

and increase brand loyalty and efficiency; to, specifically, enhance the brand and 

consumer loyalty (Keller, 2003). 

Certainly, there is evidence that sorne consum,!rs are willing to compensate 

those brands associated with social causes. However, individuals are concemed about 

companies' intentions for engaging in marketing with a social dimension, and they may 

want to know if a more exploitative idea might perhaps be hidden behind those societal 

marketing strategies. The above idea implies that it migh be desirable for a brand to be 

associated with "high fit" causes. 

1.6.1 Fit as a Key Factor for Brand Associations 

Corporate social initiatives exist worldwide. Mo:,t of them are promoted by the 

multi-national, national or regional corporations in eac:h country where, similarly to 

product adaptation, corporations need to select those causes more critical to local 

conditions. Companies need to select a cause that is aligned to their brand, and to their 
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economic and non-economic objectives. One factor identified to affect brand 

associations is the fit between the brand and the cause. 

In the past few years, there have been sorne positi ve cause-branding associations 

such as Reebok and the human rights movement; A von and breast cancer; and 

McDonald's and extended care for sick children. Other brands are trying to develop a 

better relationship with specific groups of consumers, retailers and suppliers. For 

example, Gillette has developed a program to deeper. its relationship with female 

consumers through Gillette's "Women's Cancer Connection". ConAgra Foods' 

"Feeding Children Better" program clearly links the corporation's brands to their cause, 

but this association also enhances the loyalty of their suppliers and retailers. 

All of the above associations demonstrate a clear fit between the brand and the 

cause. 

In the brand domain, the fit between brand extem,ions and core brands has been 

found to enhance the evaluation of the extension when the brand is well-liked (Aaker & 

Keller, 1990, 1993). Fit is considered a relevant component in the brand extension 

domain (Park, Milberg & Lawson, 1991; Keller & Aaktr, 1992; Broniarczyk & Alba, 

1994 ), and as a mediating factor in the degree of response toward the cause (Hoeffier & 

Keller, 2002). In addition, fit has an effect on the corporation's position, through its 

message communication consistency. 

In the advertising domain, similar results have been shown for celebrity 

endorsers, as an increased spokesperson/product fit results in a more favorable attitude 

(Kamins & Gupta, 1994). Pracejus and Olsen (forthcoming) mention that "fit has 
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generally been found to facilitate transfer of positives from an object (celebrity, core 

brand, etc.) to the object associated brand". 

In general, CSM programs with high fit enhanc1! consumer attitudes toward a 

company, while low fit dilutes them (Aaker & Keller, 1990; Keller & Aaker, 1992; 

Simonin & Ruth, 1998; Speed & Thompson, 2000; Till & Busler, 2000). 

Strahilevitz and Meyers' (1998) work about comparisons between price 

reductions and charity incentives promotes future research in relation to the exploration 

of whether brand/cause fit can impact choice. This stucly elevates current knowledge 

about how this association impacts choice. 

D'Astous and Bitz (1995) used a comparative approach to examine the relative 

effectiveness of philanthropic versus commercial sponsorships. This scenario-based 

research indicated that philanthropic sponsorship had a more positive impact on 

consumers than commercial sponsorship. In addition, they showed an interesting 

interaction between the type of sponsorship and the degree of fit between sponsor 

partners. A high degree of fit led to a higher evaluation of the commercial venture, 

whereas a low degree of ftt led to higher evaluations for philanthropic sponsorships. 

Why might the influence of degree of ftt vary for sponwrship of social causes versus 

commercial ventures? In this case, it could be perceiv,;!d that the social initiative is 

overstated, and produces socially desirable bias. 

Pracejus and Olsen's (forthcoming) work showed that cause initiatives impact 

choice, and that perceived fit between the sponsoring brand and the cause can also 

impact consumer choice. This work included a choice-based conjoint measurement task 

to learn whether brand profiles that have a strong social climension are actually favored. 
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The study focused on comparing responses to profiles that associated the brand with 

either a high-fit or low-fit social cause. They found that consumers placed a higher 

value on a high fit sponsorship. In ali cases, the social activity involved participation in 

a cause-related marketing program, and did not include other CSM initiatives, such as 

sponsorship and social alliances. In addition, they did not examine the relative effects of 

involvement with a social cause, versus a more clearly commercial situation where a 

more "real world" trade-off could be evaluated. 

Sen & Bhattacharya's (2001) work includes broader social alliances. At the 

same time, this study addresses the impact of brand-cause fit. This research found that a 

high fit positively affects the reputations of corporations and the cause organizations, 

attitudes toward the corporations and the cause organizations, and willingness to 

provide support in terms of time and money to the cause organizations. While ali 

consumer responses to a high fit brand-cause condition were favorable, still a clearer 

measurement is needed to evaluate the return on investment of the social marketing 

initiatives over other more clearly commercial marketing initiatives. This is a demand of 

companies involved in a global marketplace, where there are budget constraints and a 

more efficient resource allocation requirement. 

Meanwhile, the high fit brand-cause condition may be perceived as favorable; 

the process involved in choosing an optima! cause can be complex. 

In the brand domain, commonality and complementarity are two ways to choose 

a cause (Hoeffler & Keller, 2002). Commonality involves selecting a cause that shares 

similar associations and responses with the brand (Sen & Bhattacharya, 2001 ), but at the 

same time, it could limit the level of differentiation. Conplementarity is appropriate if a 

company wants to create unique associations. Socic,logical research suggests that 
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individuals perform a privacy calculus, assessing the cost and benefit of choosing 

brands that include a social dimension. The calculus depends on various factors, 

including self-ego, environmental stimuli, and interpersonal relationships (Laufer & 

Wolfe, 1977; Stone & Stone, 1990). However, finding a cause that meets economic and 

non-economic goals generates a positive company-organization relationship, and at the 

same time, <loes not damage the brand identity, is a difficult task. 

Andreasen and Drumwright (forthcoming) highlight ethical issues when 

companies choose to only affiliate themselves with popular, uncontroversial causes and 

big, well-known non-profit organizations. They state that the importance of a cause is 

not correlated with popularity or attractiveness. 

Furthermore, the motive of sponsorship may be under increased scrutiny when 

firms are sponsoring social causes (Bloom, Hussein & Szykman, 1995). Thus, a firm 

sponsoring a cause with a high degree of fit is more likely to be seen as exploitative. 

Such a situation may occur when the promotion of a marketing initiative is used to 

diminish a damaged reputation. For example, tobacco and alcohol companies have been 

highly criticized when their social initiatives include children and young people. This 

could be perceived as low fit. For example, the social alliance of the American 

Academy of Pediatric Dentistry and the Coca-Cola FoJndation could be perceived as 

exploitative. 

However, is a low fit condition always bad? Low fit generates negative thoughts 

and is considered negative (Pracejus and Olsen's, forthcoming). In general, it seems that 

low fit influences the number and content of opinions, overall attitude, behavioral 

intentions, performance, and general beliefs related both to the cause and brand. 
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Specifically, when the social initiative has a low fit, consumer responses demand more 

elaboration, that results in the possibility that persuasion knowledge (Friestad & Wright, 

1994, 1995) will be used, and that consumers will question the company's motives. 

On the other hand, there is evidence to support that a low brand-cause fit might 

actually do better at differentiating a brand than a high brand-cause fit. Hoeftler and 

Keller (2002) contend that sponsoring low fit social causes may be a more effective 

approach when the goal of the sponsorship is to complement the existing brand 

meaning. Differentiation could support the corporation's economic goals. Most 

companies support well-known social causes, and certain organizations or causes can be 

perceived as overcrowded, which results in a low degree of differentiation. For 

example, over 300 companies support the fight against breast cancer. With low 

differentiation, the CSM initiative may be diluted. 

1.6.2 Performance Beliefs and General Beliefs 

Webb and Mohr ( 1998) identified a segment of s,xially-oriented consumers who 

react favorably to cause-related marketing, even when they perceive the company's 

motivation to be self-centered. This implies that consumer responses may be articulated 

or moderated by the heliej'i toward the brand and the cause, prior beliefs toward the 

company, their attitudes toward corporate social initiatives in general, and the 

relationship between the cause and the company's business (Brown & Dacin, 1997; 

Blazing & Bloom, 1999; Creyer & Ross, 1997; Ellen , Mohr & Webb, 1997; Sen & 

Bhattacharya, 2001 ). 
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The concept of organizational identification ha~ been extended to encompass 

other key organizational constituents, including consum,;:rs (Sen & Bhattacharya, 2001; 

Lichtenstein, Drumwright & Braig, 2000). Thus, increases in organizational 

identification among consumers can enhance a company's reputation, which translates 

into an increase in brand image and equity, and can result in long-tenn sales increases. 

Beliefs are retlected in particular by socially-oriented consumers, in terms of 

perfonnance beliefs and general beliefs toward the brand. 

The signaling theory (Kinnani, 1989) has been used under conditions in which 

buyers and sellers possess asymmetric infonnation. The basic assumption is that both 

firms and consumers are rational, and the signaling ·:heory allows firms to convey 

infonnation about an unobservable attribute to consumers through observable traits such 

as price, advertising costs, price-matching policies, and guarantees. Specifically, the 

social attribute may be interpreted as a signal that can enhance brand perfonnance 

beliefs (e.g., quality) when a marketing initiative is expc,sed. 

A simple heuristic might be that vice products, such as beer and tobacco, that 

offer social initiatives, have relatively exploitative interests. Thus, when consumers find 

a vice product that offers a social initiative, the perceived benefit is relatively low 

because the consumer's general beliefs are non-favorable. 

1.6.3 Attitude Paradigm 

The paragraphs above have emphasized the positive benefits achieved when a 

corporation promotes societal marketing initiatives. In .1dopting these initiatives, more 

positive attitudes toward the brand are expected, and for this reason, it is important to 

understand how these attitudes are fonned. Social attributes are a key factor in the 
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creation of positive beliefs and play an important role in attitude formation. To 

understand how attitudes are formed, the attitude paradigm must be taken into 

consideration. 

In the attitude paradigm (Ajzen & Fishbein, 1980), the consumer's intention 

regarding the purchase of a product is viewed as a fun,:::tion of his attitude toward the 

behavior and beliefs about the social norms regarding the behavior. That attitude, in 

turn, is composed of beliefs about the consequences of performing the behavior, and an 

evaluation of how the consumer will feel about these consequences. 

The attitude model approach views product attributes as the drivers of the 

consumer decision process. The attitude model sp,~cifies how individuals form 

judgments and preferences about objects, based on their perceptions of how those 

objects perform on key attributes. Chapter Two will des,:::ribe how the attitude paradigm 

is applied to the conceptual model. 

In the following chapter, a conceptual model is presented. lt shows how a 

societal marketing initiative and the degree of fit between the brand and cause event can 

affect brand beliefs, attitudes, intentions, and behaviors. This model is used to present 

several hypotheses, which are tested in the experiments described in the following 

chapters. 
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Chapter Two: A Conceptual Model and Hypothesis 

From an individual perspective, what factors are significant when the social 

attributes of a brand are exposed? First of ali, the consumer needs to evaluate if the 

marketing initiative (e.g., sponsorship) is perceived as including significant social 

content. In other words, consumers have to consider if the sponsorship promotes social 

welfare or not (i.e., fighting breast cancer versus an SUV sweepstakes). Past research 

suggests that this perception is related to context, such as affective and cultural values. 

The rationale is that if subjects perceive that the supp,Jrted cause forms part of their 

personal interests, they are more willing to grant special weight to this attribute. 

Fit is another key factor. Perceived fit between the cause and the brand can 

impact associations and consumer choice. Particularly, an individual's perception of 

marketing initiative and degree of fit (high, low) affccts their subsequent attitudes, 

intentions and behavior. 

Perceptions of the social dimension are an impo1tant aspect of a brand's overall 

image, and are critica! determinants of consumer sho¡:,ping decisions, such as search 

behavior and brand choice (Urbany, Dickson & Wilkie, 1989; Barone et al., 2000). 

2.1 Model 

Figure I presents a conceptual model of how exposure to a societal marketing 

initiative can affect consumers. In particular, it shows the processes by which a 

marketing initiative (e.g., sponsorships) and degree of fit (high, low) between the brand 
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and cause event can affect beliefs, attitudes, purchase intention and behavior toward a 

brand. 

In corporate societal programs, "several kinds of more abstract or imagery

related associations would seem to be able to be linked to a brand" (Hoeffler & Keller, 

2002) rather than "product-related attributes," which tend to serve a utilitarian function 

for consumers. In other words, imagery beliefs, performance beliefs and feelings can be 

associated with brands. lt is hypothesized that brand associations vary in strength in the 

social and commercial dimension, and that social sponsorship will tend to influence 

consumer beliefs in more positive and consequential ways than if commercial 

sponsorships are pursued. The basic flow of the model suggests that exposure to a 

brand's marketing initiative will enhance positive brand judgments and feelings. These 

positive brand judgments and feelings will result in more favorable attitudes toward the 

brand, greater intention to buy the brand, and more frequent and loyal purchasing of the 

brand. Similarly, it reveals the mechanisms that can operate to allow comparison 

between initiatives, to create a clearer retum on investmi:!nt analysis. 

The model reflects a traditional "hierarchy-of-effects" model that has been used 

m the marketing and communications field to describe how advertising and other 

communication tools affect consumers. These models encompass the aim to persuade 

people to engage in socially-oriented behavior as result of the hierarchy of effects. 

The configuration includes the variable of "So,:.:ial Content" of the marketing 

initiative, which influences its effectiveness. Social content (high/low) is related to 

those marketing initiatives that result in tangible benefits to social welfare. For example, 
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a marketing initiative that donates a specific amount to a children's feeding program 

every time a purchase is made would have higher social content than a program that 

gave away a free rock concert ticket every time a purchase is made. 

The fields of psychology (Fishbein, 1967) and ec,Jnomics (Lancaster, 1966) both 

suggest that consumers regard a product as having severa! attributes. Consumers 

perceive a particular product in tenns of where it lies in the space spanned by the set of 

attributes relevant to its product class. The model's underlying theoretical premise is 

that consumers basically follow a multi-attribute model in fonning their attitudes, 

intentions, and behaviors - as is often assumed in consumer behavior literature, and as 

is suggested in models such as the Theory of Planned Behavior or Theory of Reasoned 

Action (Fishbein & Ajzen, 1975; Ajzen & Fishbein, 1980; Ajzen, 1991 ). Thus, 

consumers develop beliefs about the attributes of a brand, weight those beliefs based on 

how much importance or value they attach to each attribute, and fonn more favorable 

attitudes, intentions, and behaviors toward those brands that they believe to have the 

largest amounts of the attributes they weight or value most positively (and the lowest 

amounts of the attributes they weight or value most negatively). 

Within the context of brands that engage in sponsorships, consumers will have 

the most favorable attitudes, intentions, and behaviors toward brands they believe have 

sponsorships associated with very likeable brand attributes that they weight or value 

positively. 

Another approach to show how social content (with high or low fit) can improve 

marketing effectiveness is by using Keller's Customer-Based Brand Equity (CBBE) 

model (see Figure 3). The model suggests that it is first necessary to impact "brand 
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identity" and "brand meaning" to influence "brand responses"( brand judgments and 

feelings) and ultimately "brand relationships" (brand attitudes, intentions, and 

behaviors). Adding social content to a marketing initiative represents a key mechanism 

that could change brand identity and brand meaning as a prelude to stimulating more 

positive brand judgments and feelings within consumers. 

The rationale is that adding social content to a brand's marketing initiative leads 

consumers to perceive and classify the brand as one that uses social responsibility as a 

way of differentiating itself in its marketing approach. This brand marketing approach 

leads consumers to regard the use of social responsibility as a key brand performance 

characteristic, along with other performance and imagery-related characteristics such as 

reliability, durability and good citizenship, which make up the "meaning" that 

consumers interpret from a brand. This is necessary to fonn brand judgments and 

feelings. Thus, if consumers perceive a brand as being high in social content, they are 

expected to weight a brand's marketing practices as a more important and positive 

attribute in determining attitudes and preferences among brands. When social content is 

perceived as low, the marketing practices of a brand may not receive much weight in 

determining preferences, or that weight might even be negative if consumers feel that 

the marketing practices are repulsive. Additionally, when social content is perceived as 

high, the weight given to marketing practices can also be negative, if use of the social 

initiative is perceived as being exploitative or opportuni~;tic. 

The premise is that if consumers and organizat!ons are aware of and active in 

evaluating and expressing their opinions on how brands are marketed, and if they 

"approve" of the marketing practice dueto having positive feelings about oran affinity 
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toward the social cause being supported, then consumers will weight the brand's 

marketing approach more positively in forming their preferences, compared to how they 

would weight a brand's marketing program if it were supporting a non-social cause. So, 

for example, sorne individuals will evaluate HP's public support for lndian communities 

through its "i-communities" initiatives, and weight it as a more influential and positive 

attribute in their preferences than they would HP's sponsorship of a TV video games 

program. 

An important marketing principie is that consumers pay attention to how brands 

are marketed, using their "persuasion knowledge" to evaluate brands, based in part on 

how they feel about their marketing techniques (Friestad & Wright 1994). Furthermore, 

a well-established notion is that a consumer's attitude toward a brand's advertising is 

one of the best predictors of that consumer's attitude toward the brand. Additionally, 

consumer skepticism about the content and style of a brand's advertising can be a 

deterrent to purchasing (Pechmann et al., 2003). 

lndeed, a societal marketing initiative can persuade and increase consumer 

preferences through increasing the weight or positive value that consumers place on the 

attribute of the type of brand marketing practices. At the same time, this societal 

marketing initiative could impact consumer evaluations about other attribute beliefs and 

weights. In other words, the initiative may affect consumer thoughts related to both 

image and performance associated with the brand (Hoeffler & Keller, 2001). For 

example, consumer beliefs about image features of a brand could imply that the brand 

has more sincerity, honesty, or social approval. In the ;;ase of consumer beliefs about 

performance, the implication could be that the brand is more reliable if the firm is 
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perceived with credibility as a consequence of the initia':ive. Furthermore, the initiative 

could be interpreted as a signa! of higher quality when there is asymmetric information. 

The signaling theory (Kirmani, 1989) allows conveyance of information about an 

unobservable attribute (e.g., product quality) to consumers when they have difficulty 

evaluating observable features of a brand befare a choice is completed. As a result, 

"halo effects" can be created through positive feel ings, that impact consumers' 

perceptions about other attributes of the brand or weight; assigned by them. 

There are different mechanisms through which an initiative with high social 

content (e.g., cause sponsorship) might produce a bettcr outcome for a brand than an 

initiative with low social content (e.g., commercial sponsorship). First, a cause 

sponsorship could lead a consumer to weight or value the attribute of sponsoring 

something with likeable attributes more heavily and more positively than they would if 

a commercial sponsorship were being pursued. Second, a cause sponsorship could, 

more so than a commercial sponsorship, lead consumers to form beliefs that the 

attribute of sponsoring something with likeable attributes is strongly associated with the 

brand. Third, larger weights and more positive beliefs generated by social sponsorship 

over commercial sponsorship should interact or influenc,~ to create more positive overall 

attitudes, which, in turn, should lead to more positive intentions and behaviors toward 

the brand with social sponsorship. 

2.2 Hypotheses 

As mentioned earlier, individuals differ in their sensitivity towards causes that 

increase social welfare, and their preferences vary according to personal and 

environmental factors. Opinion surveys suggest that the:re are consumers who consider 
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social attributes in their brand choice. This implies that certain beliefs could be 

associated to different brands when they are systematically viewed as "good brands 

doing well." However, those surveys have not measured the impact on brand beliefs in 

terms of their performance and general beliefs, as compared to brands with clearly 

commercial sponsorships. Moreover, those surveys have not quantified the percentage 

of consurners who, when placed in a more realistic purchase situation, maintain their 

stance on social issues, thus avoiding social desirability bias, when faced with brand 

choice. This motivates the primary set of research questions: 

Do individuals systematically differ in their trade-offs between social and 

commercial types of sponsorship? lf so, to what extent can these differences be 

explained? 

Do individuals systematically differ in their beliefs toward brands that support 

social sponsorship, compared to clearly commercial sponsorship? 

Expressed as hypotheses, the first three predictions of the modelare as follows: 

Hl: Cause sponsorship by a brand will lead consumers to assign larger, more 

positive weights to the attribute of being a sponsor than they would if they were 

evaluating a commercial sponsorship. 

H2: Cause sponsorship will be more likely than commercial sponsorship to be 

regarded by consumers as having likeable attributes. 
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H3: Stronger beliefs that a sponsorship has likeable attributes, and more positive 

weights for the attribute of being a sponsor, will interact to create more positive 

brand attitudes, intentions, and preferences. 

Another variable included in the model is the "Degree of Fit" between the brand 

and its marketing initiative, which also moderates the effectiveness of the marketing 

initiative. A body of current research suggests that, generally speaking, marketing 

initiatives that have a high degree of fit with a brand enhance consumer attitudes, and a 

low degree of fit dilutes them (Aaker, 1990; Keller & Aaker, 1992; Simonin & Ruth, 

1998; Speed & Thompson, 2000; Till & Busler, 2000). Consequently, having a high 

degree of fit conveys a more positive effect on brand juclgments and feelings than a low 

degree of fit. For example, a shoe company such as Adidas sponsoring the Boston 

Marathon would be perceived as a high degree of fit that would, in tum, produce more 

positive judgments and feelings than another shoe company sponsoring the Kentucky 

Derby. This motivates the secondary set of research questions: 

How does the degree of fit (high/low) of sponsorship affect consumer 

judgments and feelings toward a brand? Do individuals systematically differ in their 

trade-offs between low and high degrees of fit? I:~ so, to what extent can these 

differences be explained? 

Do individuals systematically differ in their beliefs toward brands that 

suppo1t high fit causes, compared to ones aligned with low fit causes? 

This leads to the second set of hypotheses: 
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H4: A high fit sponsorship by a brand will lead consumers to assign larger, more 

positive weights to the attribute of being a sponsor than they would if they were 

evaluating a low fit sponsorship. 

H5: A high fit sponsorship will be more likely than a low fit sponsorship to be 

regarded by consumers as having likeable attributes. 

The relationship between the amount of social content and weights for the 

attribute of being a sponsor will be moderated (interaction effect) by the degree of fit. In 

other words, the effect of the type of sponsorship on weights for the attribute of being a 

sponsor depends on the degree of fit. Thus: 

H6: The interaction between type of sponsorship and degree offit will affect the 

creation of more positive weights for the attribute of being sponsor. 

a. When there is a high degree of fit, the weights for the attribute of being 

sponsor will be higher for a social than for a commercial type of sponsorship. 

b. When there is a low degree of fit, the weights for the attribute of being 

sponsor will be lower, or make no differenc1! regarding a social versus a 

commercial type of sponsorship. 

Similarly, the effect of the type of sponsorship in creating stronger beliefs that a 

sponsorship has likeable attributes depends on the <legre,~ of fit. Thus: 

H7: The interaction between type of sponsorship and degree offit will affect the 

creation of stronger beliefs that a sponsorship has likeable attributes. 
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a. When there is a high degree of fit, the beliefs that a sponsorship has likeable 

attributes will be stronger for a social than for a commercial type of sponsorship. 

b. When there is a low degree of fit, the beliefs lhat a sponsorship has likeable 

attributes will be weaker for the social than for the commercial type of 

sponsorship. 

Attitudes toward a brand are defined by the expcriences, thoughts, perceptions, 

knowledge, and beliefs of the customers regarding the brand. Attitudes toward a brand 

will be partially determined by beliefs about brand's sponsorship. Intentions of purchase 

are determined by attitudes toward the brand. This leads to: 

H8: lntention to purchase is positively related to attitude toward the brand. 

a. Positive attitude toward the brand will increase participants' overall intention 

to purchase. 

b. Negative attitude toward the brand will decrease participants' overall intention 

to purchase. 

Andreasen (1994) and Bloom, Hussein and Szykman (1995a, 1995b) point out 

that social marketing and corporate social marketing programs influence people to 

engage in socially-beneficial behavior. As a consequence of the "hierarchy-of-effects", 

it is hypothesized that those brand profiles that include social sponsorship will show 

stronger consumer preference than those that focm, on commercial sponsorship. 

Similarly, those profiles with a high degree of fit will have stronger consumer 

preference than those with a low degree of fit. 

H9: Individuals will have a stronger preference for brand profiles that include: 
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a. social sponsorship over commercial sponsorship 

b. a high degree of fit rather than a low degree of fit. 

A relevant point related to the above-mentioned hypotheses is that the 

interactive effects between social content and degree of fit could lead to different 

thoughts or perceptions by consumers. The issue is how a marketing initiative with a 

high social content becomes more or less effective when it has a high versus low degree 

of brand fit. There is evidence that the benefits of high fit will improve brand attitudes 

and equity, but it is not clear what happens in the event of low degree brand fit. An 

explanation might be the lack of surprise, differentiation and/or opportunistic and 

exploitative motives perceived by the consumer, that could lead to different responses 

or dilute the high fit social condition effect. For exampk, traditional causes tend to be 

overcrowded, since most companies' chosen causes are education, health, and children. 

Over 300 companies support the fight against breast cancer: a clear distinction is 

therefore generally not perceived. On the other hand, aligning with a low-fit social 

cause may help to differentiate the brand more noticeably from its competitors. Two 

decades ago, most companies would have avoided associating their brand with the fight 

against AIDS. However, Levi's $25 million contributkm for AIDS care has been 

categorized under the "doing well by doing good" banner. Also, individuals' 

perceptions might elicit certain responses if they deduce that exploitative motives exist. 

For example, when a brand is promoting a high-fit social cause (e.g., a tobacco 

company promoting responsible cigarette consumption), it is more likely to be viewed 

as exploitative. 
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Ahluwalia, Bumkrant and Unnava (2000) found that the brand loyalty of 

consumers (or their leve! of commitment to a brand) moderates the negativity effect. 

That is, consumers tended to respond more positively to negative infonnation when they 

were committed or loyal to a brand. Thus, previous beliefs by loyal consumers could 

produce more positive responses for their customary brands, or at least diminish the 

dilute effects of low degree fit conditions. In other worcls, halo effects can be present if 

the individual's general impression of a marketing initiative distorts his or her 

perception of the brand with a social dimension. Far example, an individual with 

personal links to breast cancer will see a positive connection to any brand supporting 

this type of cause, even though it might be perceived as having a low degree of fit with 

the brand. 

In the next chapter, the hypotheses and research questions are tested. 
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Chapter Three: Experimental Studies 

Overview 

The hypotheses were tested through the application of three experimental studies. Ali 

studies examined whether consumers systematically respond differently to a brand 

when it füatures a social cause in its marketing initiatives, versus when it features a non

social or commercial cause. As mentioned earlier, sponsorship has been extensively 

used by many corporations as a strategic marketing tool, and could imply support of 

social and non-social or commercial activities. Thus, sponsorship was employed in the 

experiments, since it is utilized in both charitable and sports events. Sponsorship also 

involves the provision of financia! assistance by a company to another organization, 

with associated advertising and brand identification activities. Despite the popularity of 

sponsorship, little research has been conducted on the effects of sponsorship as a 

marketing ploy, regardless of whether the sponsorship has been social or commercial in 

nature. Sorne research suggests that sponsorship can iníluence the emotional bond that 

develops between consumers, the sponsoring organization and the cause itself more 

effectively than other marketing tools, such as advertising. 

The main objective of these studies was to evaluate whether consumers who 

were asked to evaluate social sponsorship gave more positive weights for the attribute 

of being sponsor in forming their brand preferences, than the weights given by 

(equivalent) consumers who were evaluating commercial sponsorship. In addition, the 

goal was to determine whether consumer beliefs and weights about other brand 

attributes were impacted - through halo effects - by whether the consumers were 

evaluating a social or commercial sponsorship. Moreover, the experiments assessed 
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whether the fit between a brand and its sponsorship impacted or moderated the effects 

of the type of sponsorship. Finally, the experiments e~timated the impact, if any, of 

brand judgments for the attribute of being sponsor, and feelings toward brand attitude, 

brand purchase intention, and brand preference. An additional analysis considered 

whether sorne consumers could be grouped in a socially-oriented segment, and whether 

or not they would be willing to compensate those brand~. that support social causes. 

The research questions were addressed by the design and implementation of a 

two-stagc experiment: the conjoint exercise and the beliefs measures. The experiments 

comprised a 2 x 2 between-subjects design; the two manipulated factors were the degree 

of social content (high/low), and the degree of fit (high,'low). Six different brands were 

analyzed. Two experiments were implemented in the U. S., and one study in Mexico, to 

enhance externa) validity and extend knowledge about the importance of cause 

sponsorship in a different context. 

Conjoint Measures 

Conjoint analysis was employed to address the pnmary set of research questions. 

Conjoint analysis is a multivariate technique used specifically to understand how 

respondents develop preferences for products or service:i. Conjoint uses estimates (part

worth) of purchaser or customer judgments to predict preferences among the different 

brand profiles. It is based on the simple premise that consumers assess the value of a 

product by combining the separate amounts of value provided by each attribute. Utility, 

which is the conceptual basis for measuring value in conjoint analysis, is a subjective 

judgment of preference unique to each individual. It enc:ompasses ali productor service 

features, both tangible and intangible, and as such is a measure of overall preference. 
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For example, it is possible to sum the utility values associated with each feature of a 

productor service, to assess an overall utility. lt would then be assumed that products or 

services with higher utility values are more preferred, and have a better chance of 

choice (Hair et al., 1998). 

Conjoint analysis is unique among multivariate methods in that the researcher 

first constructs a set of real or hypothetical products or services by combining selected 

levels of each attribute. This technique presents test subjects with a set of altematives 

(stimuli). Each stimulus consists of particular leve Is of various dimensions or attributes. 

The subject is asked to rank the stimuli according to his own preferences. Conjoint 

analysis assumes that the individual's ranking of each stimulus can be broken down into 

the sum of contributions from the multiple dimensions. For each dimension, the 

contribution is the "part-worth" multiplied by the leve) of that dimension. Essentially, 

the part-worth is the marginal utility of the dimension in the individual's ranking of the 

conjoint stimuli. Thus, the respondents are performing a very realistic task - choosing 

from among a set of products. 

To keep the conjoint task to a manageable sizc, Green and Srinivasan ( 1990) 

recommend that the number of attributes be limited to six or fewer. In this case, five 

attributes were selected. These attributes are found in most commercially-sold 

beverages: type of packaging, price, calories, nutrients, and sponsorship. Two levels 

were created for each attribute. For example, in Study 1, the factors and levels for beer 

brands were: container (O = can, 1 = glass), price (O = low price, 1 = high price), 

calories (O = low, 1 = high), vitamin fortification (O = low, I = high), and sponsorship (O 

= control, 1 = cause). 
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The rest of the brand profiles were similar, but factors and levels were modified 

accordingly. Table 1 details the brand attributes and levds that were used in each of the 

three studies. 

Based on these five dimensions and their levels, there were 2 x 2 x 2 x 2 x 2 = 32 

possible conjoint stimuli per condition. Fractional factcrial design, as an alternative to 

factorial design, uses only a subset of the possible stimuli needed to estimate the results, 

based on the assumed composition rule. lts primary task is to reduce the number of 

evaluations collected while still maintaining orthogonality among the levels and 

subsequent part-worth estimates. To avoid asking subjects to rank too many 

alternatives, a fractional factorial analysis was implemented using eight stimuli based 

on an optima! orthogonal design. Orthogonality refers to the ability to measure the 

effect of changing each attribute leve), and to separate it from the effects of changing 

other attribute levels, and from experimental error (Addelman, 1962). Figure 3 presents 

a variety of stimuli applied in the three studies. 

In summary, conjoint analysis is a technique that allows the performance of a 

more realistic task in obtaining consumers' utility for current or new products. 

Furthermore, this technique avoids the social desirabiFty bias of past studies, since it 

displays a more realistic trade-off between the social and commercial dimensions, 

reflecting what actually happens in real choice decisions. 

To address the secondary set of research questions, beliefs associated with brand 

profiles were obtained through semantic-differential scales of trait adjectives based on 
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Aaker's ( 1997) brand personality scale, to determine the negative and positive 

associations with this brand profile. Appendix C shows the trait adjectives and 

performance beliefs used in the three experiments. 

Procedure 

The experiments proceeded as follows. Participants were told that a brand 

attractiveness study required their opinion about different brand profiles. In the conjoint 

measures, participants were randomly assigned to one of the four experimental cells in 

the 2 x 2 between-subjects design for each brand. In other words, participants were 

randomly assigned to respond to brands that had social sponsorships, and then their 

reactions were compared to those of participants who were randomly assigned (and 

therefore were essentially similar kinds of people) to respond to brands that had 

commercial sponsorships. Similarly, participants were randomly assigned to brands that 

displayed a high leve! of "fit" with their sponsorships, and those with a low leve! of fit 

with their sponsorships. Table 2 details the six brands and four cause-fit conditions used 

in the three studies. 

Respondents first participated in the conjoin: exercise where they ranked 

different profiles of a single beverage brand, with the profiles varying in tenns of type 

of container, price, calories, vitamin fortification, and sponsorship. They were presented 

with 8 different brand profiles of a beverage, and wer,;! told to rank them in order of 

preference, starting with the one they liked the best, and followed by their second 

favorite, third favorite, and so on. The stimuli cards were presented to the participants in 

different order. Half of the profiles were low in price., half were packaged in bottles 
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(cartons, in the case of the milk used in Study 2), half were low-calorie, half were high 

in nutrients, and half were sponsors of sorne type of cause (as opposed to "host" of an 

amusement park or "member" of the Council of Better Business Bureau). This design 

tried to reduce the social desirability bias, whereby respondents felt obligated to respond 

favorably to the intention measures, specifically when ~:ocia! sponsorship was pursued. 

In other words, this technique allowed for the capturing of consumers' preferences for 

social versus commercial sponsorships in a manner that was less likely to produce the 

social desirability bias that can be found in opinion surveys. Additionally, through this 

trade-off exercise, participants "experienced" choice behavior and determine their utility 

of individual attribute leve Is. 

In Study 1, after ranking the profiles, participants answered open-ended 

questions about the reasons behind their ranking. Study 1 and 2 respondents then filled 

out scales measuring their overall attitude and intentions toward one of the brand 

profiles containing the sponsorship assigned to their experimental cell. Study 3 

participants answered questions about ali four different sponsorships. Brand 

associations (beliefs) they perceived as being connected to brand profiles were also 

measured. Convergent and discriminant validity tests wcre applied in ali three studies. 

3.1 Study 1: An Exploratory Study to Assess the Relationship between Social 

Content and Degree of Fit 

3.1.1 Study 1 

The purpose of this experiment was to explore .:md determine whether the type 

of sponsorship and degree of fit between brand and sponsorship have an influence on 
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consumer responses, in terms of brand preferences ancl importance of sponsorship. In 

the same exploratory mode, brand beliefs or associations that consumers perceived as 

being connected to a brand profile were also measured. The basic idea was to develop 

greater insight on how participants systematically differ in their preferences and beliefs 

about specific brands, when varying the social content and degree of fit. 

3.1.2 Research Sequence 

Method 

Pretest 

Since fit is considered the key criterion used to enhance the brand association, 

and has been seen to positively affect the reputations of the corporations and cause 

organizations involved, a pretest task was performed to identify four causes - two social 

and two commercial - that differed in their degree of fit (high and low) for beer and 

chocolate milk products. The sponsorship causes selected were a children's reading 

program, a designated driver program, a car-racing team, and a popular family 

television program. Beer and milk brands, determined through pre-testing to vary in 

degree of fit with these sponsorships, were evaluated. 

Design 

To enhance externa) validity, the effects on consumers' responses from two real 

brands sponsoring two commercial and two social causes were examined. A series of 2 
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x 2 between-subjects experiments were conducted, whereby participants were asked to 

evaluate sets of profiles for one beverage brand. 

The degree of social content involves those marketing activities where the social 

acceptability leve! of the brand could be manipu lated. Social and commercial 

sponsorship were selected in this case. Experiments manipulated two majar factors: 1) 

the degree of social content or type of sponsorship a company supports (social cause or 

commercial cause), and 2) the degree of fit between the brand and the beneficiary ofthe 

sponsorship (high or low). Depending on the experimental cell to which they were 

randomly assigned, participants evaluated a set of profiles that included options with 

one of four possible sponsorship-fit combinations (e.g., a social/high fit would be a 

chocolate milk brand sponsorship of a children's reading program). 

The brands selected were Budweiser and Hershey's, while the chosen causes for 

sponsorship were: the Designated Driver Program, a NASCAR racing team, the "Help 

Kids Read" Program, and Sunday Night Family Movie. Interestingly, Budweiser 

supports a designated driver program and a NASCAR racing team, while Hershey's 

promotes a children's reading program and also sponsors a NASCAR racing team. This 

provides sorne realism for participants. In addition, both companies host amusement 

parks (Busch Gardens and HersheyPark). 

The four different conditions for the beer and chocolate milk brands are detailed 

in Table 2. 

Subjects and Procedure 
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One hundred and thirty-five MBA students from a U.S. university participated in 

an in-class, paper-and-pencil exercise. As shown in Table 3, of the total MBA students 

recruited to participate in the survey, 72 evaluated the beer brand and 63 the chocolate 

milk brand. 62% of the participants were men, and 38% were women. Ali participants 

were randomly assigned to the experimental cells. Subjects were told that a brand 

attractiveness study required their opinions about different brand profiles. As incentive 

to participate, the students were given the opportunity to enter a raffle for five $50 gift 

certificates to a local restaurant. 

A two-stage experiment was implemented. The first stage included the conjoint 

exercise, where participants ranked 8 different cards. Then participants answered open

ended questions about the reasons for their ranking. Next, a specific brand profile 

containing the sponsorship assigned to their experimental cell was presented. 

Participants were told to fill out scales of overall attitude toward this selected brand 

profile ( 1 = "very unfavorable," 7 = "very favorable") and intention to purchase (1 = 

"very unlikely to buy," 7 = "very likely to buy"). After that, brand associations (beliefs) 

were measured through a semantic-differential scale of 27 trait adjectives, to determine 

negative and positive associations with this brand profü:::. 

In the final stage, participants provided their ratings for fit and social dimension. 

Fit and social dimension were assessed using a seven-point scale anchored by "strongly 

disagree" and "strongly agree" on a three-item scale for both brand beverages. 

Demographic and consumption data were also provided by respondents. 
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3.1.3 Measures 

Dependent Variables 

This study had four dependent variables: ( 1) importance of sponsorship, (2) 

beliefs about a brand's sponsorship, (3) attitude toward the brand, and (4) product 

purchase intention. 

3.1.3.1 Attribute Weights 

Regression analysis was employed to establish parameter estimates about the 

importance of sponsorship, resulting from choices madt:: by respondents. 

Two level items were coded as O and l. The first item (e.g., can) was coded O 

and the second (e.g., glass) was coded l. By running a regression analysis using a 

participant's ranking score for each of the eight profiles as the dependent variable, and 

the five brand attributes as the independent variables (,~ach one being coded 1 when it 

was a high leve!, and O when it was a low level), it was possible to determine how much 

influence each attribute had in determining rank for that participant. The regression 

coefficient on each independent variable indicated how much rank would change if a 

high leve! of an attribute were present. Consequently, the coefficient on the sponsorship 

variable would show how much rank would change for a participant if the marketing 

program emphasized sponsorship of a cause as opposed to hosting an amusement park. 

This coefficient can be considered the "weight" or the "part-worth" the participant 

assigned to the sponsorship attribute. Weights or part-worths for other attributes could 

also be calculated. 
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Each subject only had the opportunity to evaluate a single cause-fit condition. 

By comparing across the four different conditions for a brand, it pennitted detection of 

whether the weight given to the sponsorship attribute during the conjoint exercise was 

higher for those who evaluated the high fit social cau:;e, as compared to groups that 

evaluated the low fit social cause, high fit commercial cause, or low fit commercial 

cause. 

3.1.3.2 Beliefs 

Participants' beliefs about brand sponsorship measure were based on a set of 

personality trait adjectives. 27 traits (15 from the "brand personality scale": Aaker, 

1997; see Appendix C) and semantic-differential scales were used to detennine when 

brands are associated with negative versus positive personality characteristics, 

according to the type of sponsorship. 

3.1.3.3 Attitudinal Evaluation 

Attitude toward a selected brand profile was measurcd using a seven-point scale. 

Participants were told to fill out scales of overall attitude toward this brand profile (1 = 

"very unfavorable," 7 = "very favorable") 

3.1.3.4 Purcbase Intention 

Purchase intentions were measured on a seven-point scak: "Overall, compared to other 

brands of beverage you might consider buying (as a 6 [4] pack), how likely are you to 

purchase this brand version?" (1 = "very unlikely to buy": 7 = "very likely to buy"). 
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3.1.3.5 Overall Brand Preference 

Participants' reactions to a new product produced by the company were measured 

through their brand profile preferences in the conjoint exercise. 

3.1.4 Results of Study 1 

3.1.4.1 Reliabilities 

Participants provided their ratings for fit and social dimension. Fit and social 

dimension were assessed using a seven-point scale anchored by "strongly disagree" and 

"strongly agree'· on a three-item scale for both brand beverages. 

As indicated in Table 4, the alpha measures of imemal reliability of the scales 

employed ranged from 0.7416 to 0.9638. Ali measures exceed 0.6, which may be 

acceptable for exploratory research (Nunnally, 1978). 

3.1.4.2 Manipulation Checks 

Fit and cause manipulations were successful (see Table 5). Participants were 

asked to evaluate the degree of fit on three-item seven-poim scales. As intended, degree 

of fit was evaluated on average more favorably in the high fit versus the low fit 

condition: beer (Mhigh = 5.59; Mlow = 2.98; F(l,69) = 55.88, p < .001); chocolate milk 

(Mhigh = 5.85; M1ow = 3.01; F( 1,61) = 64.70, p < .001). A similar situation was displayed 

for the type of cause where, as intended, the social type of sponsorship was evaluated on 

average in a more socially-oriented manner (reversed scales) than the commercial 

sponsorship: beer (Msocial = 4.40; Mcomm = 5.35; F(l ,69) = 9.18, p < .005); chocolate 

milk (Msociai= 3.96; Mcomm= 5.34; F(l,61) = 12.18, p < .001). 
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3.1.4.3 Results 

Attribute Weights 

Participants evaluated different brand profiles that included different attributes in 

a conjoint evaluation. As mentioned earlier, the key outcome of the conjoint analysis is 

the part-worth or weight of the different dimensions that comprise the conjoint stimuli. 

Least-squares regression was used to estimate the part--worths, with the participants' 

rankings (from 1 to 8) as the dependent variable, and inclicators of the various leve Is of 

the attributes (packaging, price, calories, vitamin fortification and sponsorship) as the 

independent variables. The coefficient of each independcnt variable would then be the 

part-worth corresponding to that leve! of the dimension. 

Since the samples sizes were relatively large, the central-limit theorem implies 

that the estimated part-worths for each independent variable should approximately 

follow a normal distribution. Based on this premise, the participants' preferences for the 

stimuli were sensitive to sponsorship. If the part-worth for a particular leve) of 

sponsorship differs significantly from zero, then the evidence suggests that subjects are 

willing to trade other attributes for that leve! of sponsorship. In arder to control past 

brand experiences that might influence participants' responses, gender and purchase 

were included as covariates in an analysis of covariance (ANCOVA). 

In the ANCOV A analysis, type of cause or social ,:::ontent had an effect on the 

importance of sponsorship or attribute weights. A social sponsorship resulted in larger, 

more positive weights perceived by consumers for the attribute of being sponsor, 

compared to commercial sponsorship, which supports 1-11. Social sponsorship by 
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Budweiser was perceived as more important (Msocial = .115; Mcomm = -.064; F( 1,68) = 

14.67, p < .001 ). Hershey's chocolate milk results were non-significant. 

Attribute Beliefs 

Hypothesis 2 predicted that, when social content is high, a greater number of 

likeable attributes is more likely to be identified by consumers than for low social 

content or commercial sponsorships. The orientation of performance beliefs and general 

beliefs for Budweiser were as expected, although non-significant. lnterestingly, 

Hershey"s belief of "intelligence" is perceived more strongly when the company 

supports social causes over commercial ones (Msocial =, 4.59; Mcomm = 3.94; F(l ,59) = 

8.39, p < .005). 

Attitude and lntention 

Hypothesis 3 predicted that the interaction between stronger beliefs that a 

sponsorship has likeable attributes, and more positive weights for the attribute of being 

a sponsor, would lead to more positive brand attitude!,, intentions and preferences. A 

regression analysis shows that the interaction between Hershey's "intelligence" and 

weights of sponsorship had a positive relationship with brand attitude, but it was non

significant. lntelligence beliefs had a direct influence on brand attitude (/3 = .393, t = 

3.34, p < .00 I, R2 = .155). In the regression analysis, the data assumptions of linearity, 

homocedasticity, independence and normality were completed. 

Figure 4 shows brand attitude and purchase intention for ·social versus 

commercial types of sponsorship, which represents partía! support for the above-
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mentioned predictions. Participants displayed positive attitudes toward the family TV 

show, a low fit commercial sponsorship by Budweiser. In addition, positive attitudes 

and purchase intentions toward Hershey's supporting social sponsorships is concurrent 

with expectations. As predicted, brand purchase inh!ntion responses were positive 

related to attitude toward the brand. 

Degree of Fit 

Hypothesis 4 predicted that when the degree of fit between the brand and the 

type of cause was high, consumers would assign larger, more positives weights for the 

attribute of being a sponsor. As shown in Figure 5, the expected responses were 

identified. More positive weights were created for the high fit than for the low fit 

condition, for both beer and chocolate milk brands. 

Similarly, Hypothesis 5 predicted that the effect of the degree of fit between the 

brand and the type of cause was expected to influencc beliefs about performance and 

general beliefs. Contrary to Hypothesis 5, general beliefs related to "protector status", 

results showed that despite the high degree of fit between Budweiser, the Designated 

Driver program, and the NASCAR Racing Team, these brand associations are perceived 

"more dangerous and risky" than the "Help Kids Read" Program and ABC's Sunday 

Night Family Movie (Mhigh = 3.95; M1ow = 4.32; F(l,67) = 4.0, p < .05). Another 

situation can be identified for the chocolate milk brand .. where the protection beliefs are 

stronger for the low degree than the high degree of fit. Protection beliefs associated with 

a chocolate milk brand anda Designated Driver Programare particularly strong (Mhigh = 

4.21; Mlow = 4.67; F( 1,59) = 5 .48, p < .05). 
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According to Hoeffler and Keller (2002), under certain conditions, a low degree 

of fit results in brand differentiation. Consistent results were found with beliefs related 

to the "uniqueness" association between Budweiser, the Sunday Night Family Movie, 

and the "Help Kids Read" Program (Mhigh = 2.74; Miow = 3 .55; F(l ,67) = 5.4, p < .05). 

Similarly, the low degree of fit between Hershey's, the Designated Driver Program, and 

the NASCAR Racing Team showed differentiation, compared to a high degree of fit 

(Mhigh = 4.06; Mlow = 4.67; F(l ,59) = 4.66, p < .05). 

Interestingly, Hershey's is perceived as a more intelligent brand when a low 

degree of fit is in effect (Mhigh = 4.06; M1ow = 4.50; F( 1,59) == 5 .32, p < .05). 

Interaction Effects 

Social content and degree of fit results lead to analysis of the interaction effect. 

The 2 x 2 ANCOV A results show that the interaction betwcen the degree of fit and the 

social content partially affected weights for the sponsorsbip attribute. Hypothesis 6a 

predicted that when there is a high degree of fit, the weights for the attribute of being 

sponsor will be higher for the social than for the commercial type of sponsorship. In 

accordance with Hypothesis 6a, in the high fit condition, the mean of weights or part

worths was marginally higher and focused in the right direction for the social type of 

sponsorship, compared to the commercial type of sponsorsh 1.p for the beer brand (M · s = 

.095 and M= -.02, ns). Hypothesis 6b predicted that when 1:here is a low degree of fit, 

the weights for the attribute of being sponsor will be lower or make no difference for 

the social versus the commercial type of sponsorship. Contrary to Hypothesis 6b, in the 
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low degree of fit, the mean of weights or part-worths are significantly higher for the 

social versus the commercial type of sponsorship for the beer brand. Hershey's results 

display the right direction, but are non-significant. These data, contrary to the 

predictions based on fit theory, do not provide support for Hypothesis 6. 

Similarly, interaction effects are hypothesized in the effect on type of 

sponsorship by degree of fit, in the creation of stronger beliefs that a sponsorship has 

likeable attributes. Hypothesis 7a predicted that when there is a high degree of fit, the 

beliefs that a sponsorship has likeable attributes will be stronger for the social than for 

the commercial type of sponsorship. The performance beliefs of "freshness" are 

stronger for the social than for the commercial type of sponsorship (M's = 5.00 and 

4.31) by the beer brand (see Table 6). 

Hypothesis 7b predicted that when there is a low degree of fit, the beliefs that a 

sponsorship has likeable attributes will be weaker for the social than for the commercial 

type of sponsorship. The beliefs of freshness attributed to the beer brand are weaker for 

the social than for the commercial type of sponsorship (IVl's = 4.68 and 5.29). The 

interaction effect was significant: F( 1,221 )= 5 .55, p<.05. Furthermore, thirteen belief 

seores were concurrent with expectations. However, they were non-significant. In 

contrast, Budweiser beliefs related to "health" were significant, contrary to Hypothesis 

7. An altemative explanation is that, despite the high degree of fit between Budweiser 

and the Designated Driver Program, this particular sponsorship could be perceived as 

opportunistic. Consistent with hypothesis propositions that assigned differentiation 

attributes to a low degree of fit, beliefs related to "uniqueness" were directionally 

stronger for a low degree of fit than for a high degree of fit. 
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In the chocolate milk study, six concurrent beliefs were identified, but ali were 

non-significant. 

Inconsistently with hypothesis propositions, the clegree of fit did not act 

significantly as moderator on the contribution of type of sponsorship to brand beliefs. 

H8 predicts that the intention to purchase is positively related to attitude toward 

the brand. Consistent with this hypothesis, a regression shows that positive attitude 

toward the brand increased participants' overall intention to purchase, for both beer (/J = 

.923, t = 10.35, p < .001, R2 = .608) and chocolate milk (/J = .745, t = 6.33, p < .001, R2 

= .397). 

Participants had stronger preferences for those brand profiles which included 

social sponsorship and a high degree of fit, which supports H9. In the case of brand 

preferences for beer, the conjoint exercise showed that social sponsorship was preferred 

over the altemative leve!, Host of Busch Gardens, while the company's involvement in 

hosting an amusement park was preferred over strictly commercial sponsorship. 

According to the conjoint exercise, the best profiles lar Budweiser were: social 

sponsorship, low price, glass packaging, low calories, and high nutrients. Results were 

partially similar for Hershey's. 
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3.1.4.4 Discussion 

The overall results allow for a better understanding of consumer choices when faced 

with a trade-off in the social dimension. Study 1 shows that consumers react differently 

to a brand when it features social sponsorship in its marketing, compared to when it 

features non-social or commercial sponsorship. The directions of the results are as 

predicted, and show that social sponsorship by the Budwciser brand did essentially 

produce higher weights for the sponsorship attribute during the conjoint exercises, 

compared to commercial sponsorship. Similarly, a high degree of fit had higher weights 

for the sponsorship attribute than a low degree of fit. 

In general, the directions of the results for Budweiser were significantly 

concurrent with expectations, but only partially so for Hershey's regarding the 

importance of sponsorship. One reason could be that there i:; evidence that Hershey's 

has supported car racing teams and that this action has been perceived positively by 

sorne participants, which could be producing a conflict of interests with the designated 

driver program. 

The belief of intelligence was perceived stronger with Hershey's when the 

company supported social causes over commercial causes, and this created a better 

brand attitude. This exhibits a positive effect in general beliefs when a brand supports a 

social cause. 

The degree of fit displayed provocative results. Interestingly, in the literature 

review, it was mentioned that consumers are continuously evaluating the social 
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initiatives of companies, and are critica! when the initiative could be perceived as 

opportunistic or exploitative. In the case of general beliefs rdated to "'protector status", 

results showed that despite the high degree of fit between Budweiser and real 

sponsorships of the Designated Driver program and NASCAR Racing Team, these 

brand associations are perceived "more dangerous and risky" than the "Help Kids 

Read" Program and ABC's Sunday Night Family Movie. In c,ther words, the perception 

is that the association could not only be opportunistic, but might also generate an 

undesirable brand image because of these "risky" associations. Similarly, protector 

status beliefs were higher for the low fit condition when Hershey's supported the 

Designated Driver Program. For this reason, there seems to be a correlation between 

Hershey's being perceived as a more intelligent brand when a low fit condition exists. 

An altemative explanation is the trade-off between the two social components - the 

Designated Driver Program and the "Help Kids Read" Program - whereby supporting 

the Driver program could produce a more "intelligent" association for Hershey's in 

combating unsafe driving habits. 

Budweiser's and Hershey's results also support Hoeffler and Keller's (2002) 

proposition that a low degree of fit between the brand and its cause are more successful 

at differentiating a brand than a high brand-cause fit. 

There was only one belief related to perfonnance that was significant: the 

interaction effects between the degree of fit and type of sponsorship on "freshness". 

Sorne beliefs were contrary to this hypothesis. For Budweiser, beliefs related to "health" 

were significantly contrary to the hypothesis. These results show that, despite the high 
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degree of fit, consumers perceived Budweiser sponsoring a Designated Driver Program 

as being opportunistic. 

Brand attitudes and purchase intentions were focused in the right direction for 

both brands, except for Budweiser in its low fit commercial sponsorship. Participants 

displayed positive attitudes if beer brands promoted more family integration activities, 

such as family TV shows, which is reflected in the brand purc:hase intention. 

In summary, high social content, as expected, is capable of producing more 

positive attribute weights, brand beliefs, attitudes, intentions and preferences. 

3.2 Study 2: A Replication Study to Assess the Relationship Between Brand and 

Beliefs and Consumer Response in a Different Context: An International 

Perspective. 

Study 2 was implemented in Mexico. The aim was to explore the responses from 

consumers exposed to a different environmental context and cultural values, in order to 

strengthen externa! validity. This will confirm the results from Study I, and also 

evaluate and compare the strength of the influence of the :mcial dimension on the 

importance of sponsorship and beliefs toward brands that support social causes in two 

different socioeconomic environments. Corporate societal marketing initiatives are 

becoming more common in Mexico, and thus, it was deemed worthwhile to examine 

how Mexican consumers might react to these initiatives Due to cultural and 

socioeconomic differences, there was a chance that consum1!rs from Mexico might 

respond differently because of the newness of this type of ma.rketing. However, even 
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though there were no identifiably strong expectations, the perceptions of "fit" and social 

initiatives that companies should support, and the importance of sponsorship, differed 

slightly from those of the U.S. consumers. 

3.2.1 Pre-test 

Four well-known brands and eight different causes were pre-tested. The national 

brands selected were Tecate beer and LALA milk, while the chosen causes for 

sponsorship were: a Designated Driver program, a CART R~.cing Team, a Feed Milk to 

Poor Children program, and the "En Familia" children's television program. Table 2 

details the four different conditions for the beer and milk brands. 

3.2.2 Experimental Design 

The experimental design was similar to Study l, with a few changes. These 

changes relate specifically to the Mexican context: packagilg (Tetra-Pak is a popular 

milk carton-style container), currency (pesos), language (Spanish), brands and causes 

were adapted. In Study 1, only a few beliefs were significant; because of this, beliefs 

were redefined through pre-testing, measuring the association between different brand 

feelings and causes. To capture the background of t~e experimental subjects, 

demographics questions regarding subjects' level of consumption, gender, age, city, and 

familiarity with the brand were provided in Study 2. 

3.2.3 Subjects and Procedure 

Four hundred and fifty-six MBA students from a prívate university in Mexico 

were recruited and received no compensation for their participation in the study. The 

experiment was applied in five different cities: Tampico, San Luis Potosí, Saltillo, 
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Chihuahua and Mexico City (see Table 3). lt is important to note that, in contrast to 

sorne U .S. MBA programs, at least 90% of Mexican MBA students study part-time, 

while working full-time in organizations. 

The procedure used was similar to that used in Study 1. Subjects were randomly 

assigned to either beer or milk surveys and participated in the two-stage experiment. In 

the experiment, subjects were randomly assigned to one of four cells, for which the 

order of cards administration was also randomized. 

3.2.4 Experimental Manipulations 

Similar to Study 1, social content was manipulated at two levels in the 

experimental task - high and low, and social and commercial types of sponsorship. The 

degree of fit was also manipulated at two levels. For example, subjects in the category 

of low degree of fit between social cause and brand evaluated Tecate beer and the Feed 

Milk to Poor Children program. 

3.2.5 Measures 

Attribute weights and beliefs, brand attitude and purchase intention measures were 

similar to those displayed in Study 1. 

3.2.6 Results of Study 2 

3.2.6.1 Reliabilities and Manipulation Checks 

Reliabilities 
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In the final stage of the questionnaire, participants provided their ratings for 

social content and degree of fit. The degree of fit was assessed using a seven-point scale 

anchored by "strongly disagree" and "strongly agree" on a three-item scale for both 

brands: 

( 1) Brand would be a good sponsor for cause; 

(2) Brand and cause seem to fit together well; and the reverse scale, 

(3) lt is hard forme to understand why brand would sponsor cause. 

Similarly, social content was assessed using a seven-point scale anchored by 

"strongly disagree" and "strongly agree" on a three-item scale for both brand beverages: 

(1) Sponsorship of cause ,s more of a commercial venture than a social 

venture; 

(2) When a company sponsors cause, it is doing more to help business 

organizations become richer than it is to help social welfare; 

(3) Companies that sponsor cause are seeking corporate profits more than 

benefits for society. 

Table 4 reports the alpha measures of interna! reliability of the scales employed. 

Manipulation Checks 

The degree of fit and social content manipulation wer,! successful. Participants 

were asked to evaluate the degree of fit on three-item seven-point scales. As shown in 

Table 5, the degree of fit was evaluated on average more favorably in the high fit versus 
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low fit condition: beer (Mhigh = 5.24; M1ow = 3.11; F(l,228) = 87.40, p < .001); rnilk 

(Mhigh= 5.85; M1ow = 3.94; F(l,217) = 78.49, p < .001). A similar situation occurred in 

the type of cause where, as intended, the social type of sponsorship was evaluated, on 

average, as being more socially-oriented (reversed scales) than the cornmercial 

sponsorship: beer (Msocial = 4.93; Mcomm = 5.32; F(l,225) = 3.77, p < .05); milk (Msocial = 

4.53; Mcomm= 5.39; F(l,216) = 20.43, p < .001). 

3.2.6.2 Results 

Attribute Weights 

Consistent with Hl, an ANCOV A analysis with familiarity, gender, age, and 

purchase as covariates shows that consurners assigned larger, more positive weights for 

the attribute of being a sponsor to cause sponsorship than to commercial types of 

sponsorship. In the evaluation of beer and milk brands, social sponsorship was deemed 

significantly more important than comrnercial sponsorship (Msocial = .162; Mcomm = -

.064; F(l,197) = 25.37, p < .001) and (Msocial= .129; Mcomm= -.040; F(l,196) = 10.10, p 

< .002), respectively. 

Attribute Beliefa 

In the ANCOV A analysis, social content or the type c.f cause has an effect on 

brand beliefs. Social sponsorship was identified as having more likeable attributes than 

commercial sponsorship, which supports H2. Cause sponsorship created more positive 

beliefs. 
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As shown in Table 7, redefinition of beliefs provided more significant results. 

Tecate beer sponsoring a social cause was associated significantly with performance 

and general beliefs of high value, responsibility, solidarity, ,goodness, generosity, and 

welfare, with familiarity and consumption as significant covariates. Similarly, beliefs of 

goodness and protector traits associated with LALA were more likeable attributes when 

the company sponsored a social cause, than when it sponsored a commercial cause. 

lnterestingly, energizing beliefs associated with Tecate were the opposite, which 

appears to indicate that CART racing is more related to these kind of beliefs. 

Hypothesis 3 predicted that the interaction between stronger beliefs that a 

sponsorship has likeable attributes, and more positive weights for the attribute of being 

a sponsor, would lead to more positive brand attitudes, intentions and preferences. 

Regression analysis results show the positive relation between positive weights and 

significant feelings interaction with brand attitude. For exarnple, Tecate beliefs (see 

Table 8) relating to value for money (/J = .237, t = 3.45, p < .001, R2 = .056), 

responsibility (fJ = .229, t = 3.32, p < .001, R2 = .052), and solidarity (/J = .260, t = 3.81, 

p < .001, R2 = .068) were positively related to brand attitude. Similarly, the interaction 

of LALA beliefa related to protector status and the importance of being sponsor shows a 

positive relation with attitude (/J = .163, t = 2.33, p < .02, R2 = .026). 

Figure 6 illustrates brand attitude and purchase intention for the social versus the 

commercial type of sponsorship, which indicates support for H3. As expected, attitudes 

and purchase intentions were more favorable when the brands are involved with social 
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type of sponsorships. Only attitude for LALA was similar for both types of 

sponsorships. 

Degree of Fit 

Results showed that consumers assigned larger, more positive weights for the 

attribute of being a sponsor in high fit sponsorship versus low fit sponsorship, which 

supports H4. As shown in Figure 7, high fit created more importance of sponsorship for 

Tecate (Mhigh = .076; Mlow = -.032; F(l,204) = 3.9, p < .05) and LALA (Mhigh = .181; 

Mlow = -.085; F(l,203) = 27.365, p < .001). 

Hypothesis 5 predicted that a high fit sponsorship would be more likely than a 

low fit sponsorship to be regarded by consumers as having likeable attributes. Results 

show support for this hypothesis, where brand beliefs related to reality were associated 

with Tecate, and beliefs of value for money, reality, health, energy, safety, 

trustworthiness, generosity, honesty, solidarity, goodness, responsibility, protector 

status, welfare, and reliability were associated with LALA milk (see Table 9). 

lnterestingly, contrary to Hypothesis 5, low fit sponsorship by Tecate was more 

likely to display significant beliefs related to generosity and solidarity than high fit 

sponsorship. lt appears that, on average, consumers percei\.ed Tecate as displaying 

more solidarity and generosity by supporting underprivileged children and a family TV 

program, than a designated driver program anda CART racing team. A similar situation 

occurs with youthful beliefs toward Tecate. Consistent with Study 1, low fit sponsorship 
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by Tecate created more beliefs associated with "uniqueness" (Mhigh = 3.8 l; Mtow = 4.40; 

F(l,67) = 7.01, p < .05). 

lnteraction Effects 

In H6a, when a high fit condition is present, the social type of sponsorship 

created higher weights for the attribute of being sponsor ve':sus the commercial type 

(Msocial = . l 36; Mcomm = .O 19). Contrary to Hypothesis 6b, in the low degree of fit, the 

mean of weights or part-worths are significantly higher for the social versus commercial 

type of sponsorship for Tecate. For LALA, no interaction effects were found. These 

results do not provide support for Hypothesis 6. 

According to H7, interaction effects between the degn!e of fit and a social type 

of sponsorship influence the creation of stronger beliefs that a. sponsorship has likeable 

attributes. Hypothesis 7a predicted that when there is a high degree of fit, the beliefs 

that a sponsorship has likeable attributes will be stronger for the social than for the 

commercial type of sponsorship. The beliefs associated with "family" are stronger for 

the social type of sponsorship (M · s = 4.30 and 4.1 O). In the low fit condition, family 

beliefs associated with Tecate for the social type of sponsorship were weaker than for 

the commercial type of sponsorship M's = 3.80 and 4.29; t:le interaction effect was 

significant F(l,221)= 4.81 p<.05. Contrary to Hypothesis Hí', beliefs associated with 

generosity, solidarity and goodness display an opposite patte111, where familiarity and 

data consumption covariates were significant. An alternative explanation is that halo 

effects are presented with pre-beliefs about the brand that are: intluential when Tecate 

supports a designated driver program, versus a Feed Milk to Poor Children program. 
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Hypothesis 7 is partially supported. 

H8 predicts that the intention to purchase is positively related to attitude toward 

the brand. Consistent with this hypothesis, a regression shows that a positive attitude 

toward the brand had an increase in participants' overall intention to purchase, for both 

beer (/J = .691, t = 14.04, p < .001, R2 = .462) and milk (/J = .639, t = 11.81, p < .001, R2 

= .389). 

Consistent with the hypothesis, in the conjoint exercise, brand preferences 

indicated that those brand profiles that included social sponson,hip with a high degree of 

fit, were on average more preferred than those profiles displaying commercial 

sponsorship with a low degree of fit, which supports H9. According to the conjoint 

exercise, the best profiles for beer were: social sponsorship, ow price, aluminum can 

packaging, low calories, and high nutrients. In the case of milk, a high fit social 

sponsorship displayed the higher part-worths, compared to the other conditions. 

3.2.6.3 Discussion 

In this experiment, results and manipulations improved ,~ompared to the previous 

study. As hypothesized, social content demonstrated its posi1ive effects in producing 

more positive brand judgments, feelings, attitudes, intentions and preferences. 

Similarly, a high degree of fit created more importance of sponsorship, more likeable 

beliefs, and consequently, a better brand image. 

In addition, this study revealed a more significant perfonnance and general 

beliefs, which highlighted the benefits and importance of socia sponsorship. Moreover, 
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significant results show that a high degree of fit in social sponsorship could be 

considered a signa! of better perfonnance and reliability for a brand. 

Consistent with Study 1, low fit sponsorship created more brand differentiation 

than high fit sponsorship. lnteresting\y, certain types of social causes could be perceived 

as exploitative, but others could yield more likeable attributes besides differentiation. 

For instance, Tecate was associated with generosity beliefs when it supported a Feed 

Milk to Poor Children program, which resulted in a better attitude and purchase 

intention toward the brand. Partial support of interaction effects hypotheses could imply 

that halo effects are displayed with pre-beliefs about both brands. As mentioned in the 

last chapter, it appears that the interactive effects betwecn social content and degree of 

fit could generate different thoughts or perceptions by consumers. 

Indeed, this replication supported the hypothescs related to the "Hierarchical 

Model of How Corporate Societal Marketing lnitiatives Influence Consumer 

Response." In other words, social content, as intended, is capable of producing more 

positive weights for the attribute of being a sponsor, and for beliefs, attitudes, intentions 

and preferences toward a brand. 

The perception of social challenges and economic conditions may be perceived 

differently in developed and underdeveloped countries. In the next chapter, an 

additional analysis will provide a comparison about the perceptions ofthe importance of 

being a sponsor in different contexts. 
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A Study to Assess the Trade-Off Between Social and Commercial 
3.3 Study 3: 

Sponsorships 

The positive results in Study 2 motivated the need for more analysis on how 

consumers perceive brands that support social causes versus commercial causes. Studies 

1 and 2 did not clarify whether consumer beliefs and weights about other attributes were 

impacted by whether the consumers were considering social or commercial sponsorship. 

In both studies, the design did not include a more clear evaluation of the trade-off 

between the four conditions, nor did it include a balanc~:d number of traits to evaluate 

performance and general beliefs. 

Study 3 addressed these issues and forced the respondents to consider a brand 

profile that was a little less desirable. 

3.3.1 Pre-test 

One of the objectives of this experiment was to evaluate a more direct trade-off 

between commercial and social sponsorship. Different causes were tested with the idea 

that causes would have a high or low degree of fit for both brands. For example, 

sponsorship of the World Environmental Organization Recycling Campaign would be a 

high degree of fit for both beer and juice brands. Ten different causes were pre-tested. 

Table 2 details the four different conditions for the beer and juice brands. 

3.3.2 Experimental Design 

The two-stage experiment was similar to Studies 1 and 2, but certain changes 

were introduced. First, a notable change was made in this study to measure brand 
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beliefs differently, in the hope of obtaining better infonnation about possible halo 

effects on other attributes. The earlier studies presented a basically desirable profile that 

may have led to a problem with "ceiling effects," where it would have been challenging 

for participants to rate a brand any higher based on its sponsorship. Second, the earlier 

studies implied that certain pre-beliefs were present because of experience with the real 

brands. For this experiment, two relatively unknown Mexican brands were used. Third, 

in the beliefs stage, participants were exposed to trie four different sponsorship 

conditions, instead of only one kind of sponsorship. In this study, participants evaluated 

three attributes (high price, high calories and low nutrients) of a less desirable brand 

profile. Participants rated each brand profile four differtnt times, rather than just once, 

each time with a different sponsorship. By being more explicit in exposing respondents 

to a high fit social sponsorship versus a low fit social sponsorship, the experiment aimed 

to achieve greater success in getting the participants to revea! different reactions to the 

sponsorships. In this way, it was expected that respondents evaluate the causes in arder 

of preference. The altemative level of sponsorship utilizcd was "Member of the Council 

of Better Business Bureau", as opposed to hosting an amusement park. In arder to 

capture the background of the experimental subjects, demographics questions regarding 

subjects' level of consumption, gender, and familiarity with the brand were provided. 

Measures were added as part of the manipulations checks to capture feelings associated 

with the brand-cause relationship. 

3.3.3 Subjects and Procedure 

Two hundred and sixteen undergraduate students from the U.S. were recruited to 

participate in the study. They were told that we wer1~ interested in collecting their 
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opinions about different brand profiles for a brand attractiveness study. Asan incentive 

to participate, the students were remunerated with $8 dollars as part of different 

marketing studies. 

The procedure was similar to that used in previous studies. 

3.3.4 Experimental Manipulations 

In this experiment, participants evaluated brand attitude, brand purchase intention and 

brand beliefs, assessing causes grouped into four different conditions: high fit-social, 

low fit-social , high fit-commercial and low-fit commercial. 

3.3.5 Measures 

Attribute weights, attitudes and purchase intention measures were similar to those of 

previous studies. In this study, beliefs used a ten-point semantic-differential scale. 

3.3.6 Results of Study 3 

3.3.6.1 Reliabilities and Manipulation Checks 

Reliabilities 

In this experiment, participants provided their ratings for fit and social 

dimension. Fit and social content were assessed using a seven-point scale anchored by 

"strongly disagree" and "strongly agree" on a three-item scale for both brand beverages. 

Table 4 shows the alpha measures of the scales employed. 

Manipulation Checks 

As expected, both fit and cause manipulations wc:re successful (see Table 5). Ali 

were represented on three-item seven-point scales. As expected, the degree of fit was 
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evaluated on average more favorably for the high fit than for the low fit condition: beer 

(Mhigh= 4.45; Miow = 3.50; F(l,101) = 10.65, p < .OOl);juice (Mhigh= 4.67; Miow = 3.14; 

F(l, 11 O) = 30.83, p < .001 ). Social sponsorship, as intended, was evaluated on average 

to be more socially-oriented (reversed scales) than commercial sponsorship: beer 

(Msociai= 4.48; Mcomm= 5.21; F(l,225) = 9.74, p < .01):,juice (Msociai= 4.08; Mcomm= 

5.67; F(l, 110) = 48.76, p < .001). 

3.3.6.2 Rcsults 

Attribute Weights 

As shown in Figure 8, ANCOV A analysis with familiarity, purchase, and gender 

as covariates shows that social sponsorship created more importance of sponsorship 

than commercial sponsorship for the Casta and Jumex brands; the results were 

directionally higher, but not statistically significant. 

Attribute Beliefs 

H2 predicted that social sponsorship would create more likeab\e attributes than 

commercial sponsorship. Results consistent with H2 in Study 2 and Study 1 were found. 

Table I O indicates support for these predictions. For Casta, this prediction was 

supported in beliefs associated with a caring nature, generosity, and goodness. 

Similarly, Jumex feelings associated more likeable attributes for social sponsorship in 

beliefs associated with health, trust, goodness, generosity, sincerity, and goodwill. 
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Contrary to Hypothesis 2, participants who evaluated the beer profile associated 

less likeable beliefs related to tlavor (Msocial = 5.78; Mcomm = 6.58; F(l,408) = 9.55, p < 

.O 1 ); and performance beliefs (Msocial = 6.46; Mcomm = 6.88; F( 1,403) = 4.65, p < .05) for 

the social than for the commercial type of sponsorship. 

Attitude and Intention 

Hypothesis 3 predicted that the interaction between stronger beliefs that a 

sponsorship has likeable attributes, and more positive w1!ights for the attribute of being 

a sponsor, would lead to more positive brand attitudes, intentions, and preferences. As 

shown in Table 11, a regression analysis reveals the positive relation between 

importance of sponsorship and significant belief intera:::tions with brand attitude. Ali 

beliefs were positively related to brand attitude for Casta and Jumex, when attribute 

weights were considered. 

Figure 9 presents brand attitude and purchase intention for the social versus the 

commercial type of sponsorship. As expected, andas a ri!sult of the hierarchy-of-effects 

attitudes, more positive attitudes and intentions are gencrated when a social dimension 

is presented. 

Degree of Fit 

Hypothesis 4 predicted that a high fit sponsc,rship by a brand would lead 

consumers to assign larger, more positive weights for the attribute of being a sponsor 

than they would if they were evaluating low fit sponsorship. Results for Casta and 

Jumex achieved the right direction, but were non-significant. 
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Hypothesis 5 predicted that high fit sponsorship would be more likely than a low 

fit sponsorship to be regarded by consumers as having I ikeable attributes. The results 

achieved support this hypothesis, where youthful beliefs were associated with Casta, 

and beliefs of health, energy, goodness, cheerfulness, youth, vigor, and reliability were 

associated with Jumex (see Table 12). 

Interestingly, contrary to Hypothesis 5, beliefs for Casta beer related to a caring 

nature, goodness, and generosity were on average perceived as having more 

significantly likeable attributes for the low fit sponsorship than for the high fit 

sponsorship. 

Interaction Effects 

H6a predicted that when there is a high fit 1;ondition, the social type of 

sponsorship would create higher weights for the attribute of being sponsor versus the 

commercial type of sponsorship. As expected, directions of higher weights were created 

for the social type of sponsorship for both beer and juice, but were non-significant. 

Contrary to Hypothesis 6b, for the low degree of fit, the mean of weights or part-worths 

were higher for the social versus the commercial type of sponsorship for both beer and 

juice brands, but were non-significant. These results do not support Hypothesis 6. 

H7a estimated that when there is a high degree of fit, the beliefs that a 

sponsorship has likeable attributes would be stronger for the social than for the 

commercial type of sponsorship. As shown in Table 13, beer brand beliefs associated 

with freshness, quality, and reliability are stronger for the social type of sponsorship 
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when there is high fit, and weaker when there is low fit, compared to commercial 

sponsorship, which supports H7b. 

In contrast, beliefs related to flavor for beer, and slimness, health, energy, trust, a 

caring nature, youth, vigor, and reliability for Jumex, were significantly contrary to 

Hypothesis 7. Hypothesis 7 is partially supported. 

lntention to purchase is positively related to attitude toward the brand, which 

supports H8. Consistent with this hypothesis, a regression analysis shows that positive 

attitude toward the brand increased participants' overall intention to purchase for both 

beer (/J = .554, t = 13.39, p < .001, R2 = .303) andjuice 01 = .536, t = 14.40, p < .001, R2 

= .319). 

According to the conjoint exercise, and consistent with the results from Studies 1 

and 2, participants preferred the profiles that included social sponsorship, which on 

average displayed a greater degree of preference than those profiles sponsoring a 

commercial cause. Participants had stronger preferences for those brand profiles with a 

high degree of fit versus a low degree offit, which supports H9. 

3.3.6.3 Discussion 

In this study, notable changes were made. Consistent with Studies 1 and 2, the 

social type of sponsorship had sorne positive effects in generating more positive brand 

feelings, beliefs, attitudes, intentions, and preferences. Hypothesis 1 shows that social 

sponsorship was directionally higher than commerci:3.1 sponsorship. The failure to 

achieve significant results with Casta and Jumex may have been because of the use of 

the relatively pro-social "Member of the Council of Better Business Bureau", which 
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was utilized as the altemative sponsorship over the hosting of an amusement park in the 

conjoint exercises. 

Consistent with Studies 1 and 2, more positive beliefs, such as goodness and 

generosity, were associated with Casta when a social type of sponsorship was in effect. 

Similarly, Jumex had positive associations with beliefs related to health, trust, goodness, 

generosity, sincerity, and goodwill. Contrary to this hyp~thesis, beliefs associated with 

flavor and perfonnance were higher for the low social content type of sponsorship. 

lnterestingly, and in accordance with previous research, participants are not willing to 

express a preference for these types of brand profiles at the expense of product quality. 

Once again, a low degree of fit could be perceived as a differentiation factor that caught 

participants' attention. Casta is perceived as having more likeable attributes, such as 

generosity anda caring nature, when it sponsors a Global Cornea Research Center. 

Interactions were as expected for beliefs related to perfonnance for Casta, but 

this was not the case for Jumex. These interactions were significant for beliefs related to 

perfonnance. This result provides further evidence that a high fit social type of 

sponsorship could comprise a signa! of better product quality. 

In the next chapter, the main findings from the three experimental studies and 

the value of sponsorship analyses will be discussed. 
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Chapter Four: Main Findings from the Three Experimental Studies 

4.1 Overall Discussion 

Based on the hierarchical model of "How Corporate Societal Marketing 

Initiatives Intluence Consumer Response", experim;!ntal conditions with social 

sponsorships and a high degree of fit were expected to have more of a positive impact 

on how consumers weight the attribute of being sponsor in the formation of brand 

preferences and consumer beliefs. In addition, the experiments evaluated whether any 

interactions were revealed between type of sponsorship and degree of fit. 

As Figure 1 O shows, social sponsorship did basiully produce higher weights for 

the sponsorship attribute during the conjoint exerci~;es, compared to commercial 

sponsorship. The graphs show the value of the part-worths for the four different cause

fit combinations (i.e., high fit-social, low fit-social, etc.). These values can be 

interpreted as the average amount each of the six brands' ranking improved by 

implementing sponsorship as opposed to hosting an amusement park (used as the 

comparison in Studies 1 and 2) or by being a member of the Council of Better Business 

Bureaus (Study 3). Social sponsorships were weighted significantly higher than 

commercial sponsorships for Budweiser, Tecate, and LA.LA, and directionally higher, 

but not statistically significant, for Casta and Jumex. The failure to obtain significant 

results for Casta and Jumex may have been because of the use of the relatively pro

social "Member of the Council of Better Business Bureaus" as the alternative 

sponsorship in the conjoint exercises implemented for those brands. Regardless, only 

Hershey's produced effects on weights that were in an unexpected direction, but these 

effects were not statistically significant. 
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A high degree of fit also produced significantly higher weights for the 

sponsorship attribute for Tecate and LALA, and directionally higher, but not 

statistically significant, for the rest of the brands. Nevertheless, only one significant 

interaction effect on the sponsorship weight was found between type of sponsorship and 

fit, but this effect has little to do with the effects of social sponsorship. What was found 

in the case of Tecate beer was that a low fit commercial cause (a children's TV 

program) strongly reduced the weights assigned to sponsorship, to the extent of 

rendering them excessively negative. lndeed, low fit commercial sponsorships also 

produced negative weights for sponsorship, though not accompanied by significant 

interaction effects, for Budweiser, LALA, Casta, and Jumex. 

In terms of other results, few effects were found on beliefs related to 

performance attributes caused by type of sponsorship. When promoting social 

sponsorship, Tecate was perceived as being good value for money, and Jumex was 

perceived as being healthier. The degree of fit aL;o had sorne effect in terms of 

performance attributes. In high degree of fit conditions, LALA was perceived as being 

good value for money, healthier and more energizing, and Jumex healthier and more 

energ1zmg. 

On the other hand, effects on image attribut1!s were identified for five brands: 

Hershey's, Tecate, LALA, Casta, and Jumex. Social sponsorships rated significantly 

higher than commercial sponsorships for measures of trust, goodness, welfare, 

generosity, and sincerity. Hershey's was perceived as more intelligent when sponsoring 

social causes. Moreover, a high degree of fit also had effects on image attributes for 
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Hershey's, Lala, and Jumex for similar beliefs. Additionally, sorne interaction effects 

were found for Tecate for beliefs associated with freshness, and for Casta for measures 

of freshness, quality, and reliability. 

Interestingly, the experiment results support Hoeffler and Keller's (2002) 

proposition that a low degree of fit between brand and cause is more successful at 

differentiating a brand than a high brand-cause fit. In acldition, these results reinforced 

the proposition that a low degree of fit acts as a good brand differentiator. This 

differentiation is also perceived when "new social causes" are supported, compared to 

traditional and sometimes overcrowded social initiatives. 

As a result of the interaction between stronger beliefs that a sponsorship has 

likeable attributes, and more positive weights for the attribute of being a sponsor, 

significant relationships in creating positive attitudes were found for Tecate, LALA, 

Casta, and Jumex. In addition, consistency with past research was identified regarding 

the positive relation between attitude toward brand, and purchase intention. 

Another finding is that social sponsorship which creates positive beliefs related 

to performance may represent a signa) of quality, as in the case of Tecate, LALA, and 

Casta. 

In summary, the three experimental studies provided support for the hypotheses 

associated with the model. 
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4.2 Overall Brand Preference 

As mentioned, conjoint analysis uses estimates (part-worths) of consumer 

judgments to predict preferences among different brand profiles. Furthermore, the 

relative importance of each dimension was calculated as the part-worth corresponding 

to the maximum level of that dimension, divided by the sum of the part-worths 

corresponding to the maximum levels of ali five dimensions. Table 14 shows the means 

of the part-worths and relative importance for the U.S. and Mexico studies. The relative 

importance is expressed as a percentage. Additionally, the rnost preferred brand profiles 

for each brand are indicated. 

An analysis was applied to whether or not the subjects' preferences for the 

stimuli (brand profiles) were sensitive to price. If the part-worth for a leve) of price 

differs significantly from zero, then the evidence suggests that participants are willing to 

trade-off other attributes for that level of price. As expected, low price profiles for the 

four different conditions and six brands revealed greater levels of preference. 

For the Budweiser sample, the part-worth for a US $5 price corresponding to a 

high fit-social sponsorship was 0.580, statistically significantly different from zero. This 

means that a brand pro file with a price of US $5 would raise its ranking by 0.5 80 ( out of 

8), compared to another similar brand profile with a US $8 price. lt is worth noting that 

for Study 3, the high price level was decreased (from 60% to 40%) to try to lessen price 

sensitivity in participants' brand preferences. For the same condition, low price was the 

level with the highest part-worth. However, Casta's part-worth for a US $5 price was 

0.340, statistically different from zero. 
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The part-worths for Hershey's and Jumex were 0.374 and 0.314, and statistical\y 

significant. 

For the Mexican sample, the part-worth for $39 pesos for a six-pack ofTecate in 

the high fit social condition was 0.424, and was statistically significant. LALA 's low 

price part-worth was 0.323. 

Taken together, the results from the U.S. and Mexico samples suggest that a 

relatively low price, as expected, increases the relative preference of a brand profile, and 

a higher price reduces its attractiveness. Relative impo1tance of price for Budweiser, 

Tecate, and Casta was 46.21%, 47.88%, and 40.84%, respectively. 

Consistent with the hypotheses, brand profiles containing the social type of 

sponsorship, and those brand profiles with a high degree of fit, had higher part-worths 

(more preferred) than those profiles including commercial sponsorship and a low degree 

of fit. This was true for ali brands except Hershey's. 

During the conjoint cxercises, social sponsorship did not significantly lower the 

weights for the price attribute. However, for Budweiser, Casta, and Tectae, the weights 

were directionally, on average, lower for price when social sponsorship was in place. 

4.3 Additional Analysis 

Finally, an additional analysis is presented. Webb and Mohr (1998) identified a 

segment of socially-oriented consumers who react favorably to cause-related marketing, 

and there are also marketing polis and anecdotal eviden,;;e to support the idea that there 
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is a segment of people who would be willing to pay a premium if certain brands or 

corporations promoted cause sponsorship. There is considerable evidence to suggest 

that socially-oriented consumer segments indeed exist as. distinctive groups. Roberts 

(1996) developed an 18-item scale measuring "responsible consumer behavior" that 

includes measures such as "I have purchased products because they cause less 

pollution" and "I do not buy products from companies that discriminate against 

minorities". Results show that non-ethical consumers exist (39% of respondents 

indicated no ethical concems), and that the relationship between expressed 

environmental and social concem, and active consumer action, is weak. More recent 

studies have attempted to assess the willingness of consumers to pay more for products 

with "acceptable ethical features", particularly with respect to labor standards. Elliott 

and Freeman (2001) found that customers were willing to pay more for products 

manufactured under humane conditions, but that the pricc of the products affected their 

choice to a greater extent. 

However, those studies and surveys can display social desirability bias. 

Furthennore, those efforts have not quantified the percentage of people who maintain 

their social positions when they evaluate social brand attributes. Also, another important 

issue, ''the value of social sponsorship", has not been examined. 

This additional analysis generates the following set of questions: Do socially

oriented consumers exist? In other words, are there individuals who would change their 

purchase intentions when presented with product options that include a clearly social 

attribute? If so, to what extent are they willing to pay for products with desirable social 
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attributes? Altematively, to what extent are these attributes more important than the 

functional components of the products? 

The three experimental studies allow a partial analysis of these questions. ln 

particular, the conjoint analysis reveals whether consumers are willing to compensate 

those brands which support social causes, and more irnportantly, to what extent. A 

cluster analysis was applied to determine the existence of a social segment. 

4.3.1 Value of Social Sponsorship 

Part-worth results allowed for the estimate of the marginal utility of a one dollar price 

charge. Referring to the Budweiser high-fit social condition sample in Table 14, 

evaluating the US $5 and US $8 prices (a 3 dollar difforence), the low US $5 price 

raised the brand ' s ranking by 0.580, or 0.193 per dollar. 

In the Tecate high-fit social example, assessing the $62 pesos and $39 pesos 

prices, the $23 pesos reduction raised the brand's ranking by 0.424, which amounted to 

O.O 184 per Mexican peso, or 0.190 per U.S . do llar in price. In May 2003, the exchange 

rate was $10.28 pesos to one U.S. dollar. Table 15 details the rest ofthe conditions and 

brands. 

After evaluating participants' sensitivity to pric,;! reduction, their sensitivity to 

sponsorship was then calculated. 

Referring to Table 14, in the case of sponsorshíp among the U.S. subjects, the 

part-worth for sponsorship in the Budweiser HF-S condition was 0.0954. This indicates 
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that a brand profile which includes a high fit social sponsorship could raise its ranking 

by 0.0954 (out of 8). Low fit social sponsorship was 0.132; commercial part-worths 

were negative, since the "Host of Busch Gardens" option was more preferred. 

Among the Mexican participants, Tecate's part-wo11hs for each condition were: 

HF-S (0.132), LF-S (0.189), HF-C (0.019); the "Host of Six Flags" sponsorship was 

more preferred than the "En Familia" TV show for the low fit commercial cell. 

Using the marginal utilities of a dallar price and the part-worths for sponsorship 

for each different condition, the value of sponsorship was estimated, on a per-subject 

basis, for each of the four sponsorship conditions. Among the U.S. subjects, the 

marginal utility of a US $1 price for Budweiser was 0.193 per dallar. The part-worth for 

a high fit social condition was 0.0954. The sponsorship value of HF-S is therefore 

0.0954/0.193 = $0.49. 

The same method was utilized to identify the remainder of the values for the 

sponsorship conditions. Similarly, the values for the Mexican subjects were calculated 

using the marginal utility of each type of sponsorship and degree of fit combination in 

US dollars. The results are reported in Table 16. 

4.3.1.1 Value of Sponsorship Between the United Statcs and Mexico 

lt is worth noting that part-worths and relative importance for the U.S. and Mexico 

samples are not directly comparable, as the experimental designs included different 

brands and prices in their local currencies (US dallar and Mexican peso). However, a 

comparison can be made between similar experiments, similar products, and well-
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known national brands: Budweiser and Tecate. The exchange rate was taken into 

consideration in order to provide a basis for comparison. 

Comparing part-worths and relative importance in each of the two countries, it 

was found that, consistent with previous survey studies, Mtxican participants (generally 

lower-income eamers compared to U.S. citizens) were relatively more concemed with 

social aspects than U.S. subjects, who exhibited less concem for social sponsorship. For 

example, the relative importance for both of Tecate's social conditions were 14.99% 

and 19.32%, versus 7.61 % and 9.54% for Budweiser. However, the U.S. subjects were 

relatively more concemed with social sponsorship than commercial. 

In terms of the value of sponsorship, as shown in Table 16, Mexican consumers 

value, and are willing to pay more for social sponsorships than U.S. consumers. For 

example, in the high fit social condition, Mexican partidpants valued sponsorship at 

$0.70, and U.S. subjects at $0.49. This comparison is important for corporations in both 

markets who wish to approach social initiatives with greater strategic effectiveness. 

Meanwhile, in the United States, although certain causes are perceived as overcrowded, 

they have still enjoyed continual support for many years. Mexico is still in the process 

of incorporating social sponsorship as a new marketing tool. The best-case scenario is a 

win-win relationship for both the company and societal welfare. 

Overall, these results show that social sponsorship is directionally capable of 

lowering the weight consumers assign to price. This could imply that social sponsorship 

helps to increase the amount consumers are willing to pay for a brand. In other words, it 
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provides an indication of the effectiveness and quantitative benefits of sponsoring a 

social cause versus a commercial cause. 

4.3.2 Cluster Analysis 

A cluster analysis was applied to address whether a group of individuals who 

systematically differ in their trade-off between the benefits perceived when there is a 

social sponsorship can be identified. This technique groups subjects into distinct 

segments according to the similarity of their estimated part-worths for the various brand 

attributes. Specifically, a non-hierarchical clustering procedure - K-Means Cluster 

Analysis - with similarity measured by the Euclidean distance, was utilized. This 

method was preferred because prior infonnation is given on the number of clusters and 

seed points. This procedure attempts to identify relatively homogeneous groups of cases 

based on selected characteristics, using an algorithm designed to handle large numbers 

of cases. The iterate and classify method was used. A distance measure for similarity 

was used, since the part-worths were derived from a common scale, the brand profile 

rankings. 

Only the subjects who were exposed to the social sponsorships were included in 

the analysis. As expected, three clusters were identi:iied; those segments included 

socially-oriented, non-socially-oriented, and passive consumers. Table 17 details the 

three clusters and the respective mean part-worths for the six brands. 

The socially-oriented segment was consistently identified, and represented an 

important percentage of consumers throughout the entire group of brands. For example, 

51 % of participants forrn part of the socially-oriented segment for Tecate. In addition, 
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the significant and relatively low value of price (the low1!r weight assigned to price) 

could imply that an important number of consumers were willing to pay more if the 

brand engaged in social sponsorship. In the case of Casta, with different social causes, 

the socially-oriented consumer segment also attached a relatively high value to low 

calories, and price. As expected, the "passive segmenf' gave more value to other 

attributes, such as packaging. 

Different attitudes towards sponsorship were observed across the three clusters 

for ali six brands. These revea! that each brand has its own personality, and also the 

association that consumers perceive between the brand and its sponsored cause. 

Additionally, these results show the relevance of being involved in cause sponsorships 

to building stronger brand loyalty. Most importantly, these findings will empower 

marketing staff in designing more effective promotional campaigns. 

In the next chapter, conclusions, managerial implications and further research 

will be presented. 
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Chapter 5: Summary and Conclusions 

5.1 Overview of Findings 

Corporations demonstrating commitment to a soda! cause via a marketing 

initiative are clearly capable of producing a more positive impact on consumer weights 

for the attribute of being sponsor, and beliefs about the brand, and ultimately, more 

positive brand attitudes, intentions, preferences, and return on investment, than can be 

accomplished by demonstrating commitment to a commercial cause. 

The experimental research demonstrated that consumers responded 

systematically differently toward a brand when it featured a social cause in its 

marketing, versus when it featured a commercial cause:. Moreover, the experiments 

showed that social sponsorship produced higher weights on the sponsorship attribute, 

compared to commercial sponsorships. These outcomes occur because consumers 

weight the attribute of a brand's marketing practices mor,:! strongly and positively when 

those practices contain social content, than when they contain purely commercial 

content. They may fonn more positive judgments and fedings about a brand because of 

the style of marketing (i.e., social marketing initiatives) the brand uses. Consequently, 

there is sorne evidence that consumers gave more positive weights for the attribute of 

being sponsor in fonning their brand attitudes, intentions, and preferences when social 

sponsorships were evaluated. Similarly, consumers also fonned more positive 

judgments and feelings about a brand because of how the social content affected their 

beliefs associated with the image attributes of that brand. Beliefs such as generosity, 

goodness, and value were identified when consumers assessed a social sponsorship. The 

fit interaction between the brand and cause showed a few significant effects. 
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Furthennore, the experimental research provided evidence of the qualitative and 

quantitative benefits of sponsoring a social cause 
versus a commercial cause. The 

positive outcomes demonstrated that the social attribute could be considered as a signal 

for enhancing brand perfonnance (e.g., value and quality) when a marketing initiative is 

exposed. Additionally low d f fi . 
, egree o It social sponsorship produced more positive 

beliefs of uniqueness. These findings imply that a Jow fit social sponsorship can 

potentially contribute to brand differentiation, and appeal to a socially-oriented segment 

of consumers. 

ln tenns of brand preferences, the weights were directionally lower for price for 

the Budweiser, Hershey's, and Jumex brands when there was a social sponsorship. This 

could imply that the social cause helped to increase the amount consumers were willing 

to pay for the brand. 

Moreover, an additional analysis provided one of the first estimates ofthe value 

of cause-marketing initiatives for six different brands. Results show that consumers 

value social sponsorship and it had higher retum on investment than commercial 

sponsorship for five of the six brands - Budweiser, Tecate, Casta, LALA, and Jumex. 

A cluster analysis of the subject's part-worths showed that participants could be 

categorized into three distinct segments - socially-oriented, non-socially-oriented and 

passive, i.e., low personal involvement with the featured social sponsorship. In general, 

the analysis shows that consumers are willing to consider social features in their 
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valuation of brand preferences, and do so in a fairly rational fashion. In addition, the 

analysis reveals that social attributes had a significant cffect, compared to functional 

product features. Best of all, corporations added value for their business, as it appears 

that consumers are willing to reward those companies that support corporate societal 

marketing initiatives. 

In summary, results showed that marketing initiatives including the social 

dimension significantly affect individual preferences over different brands. 

5.2 Limitations 

The scope of this research was restricted, and possessed certain limitations. 

Experiments included only a limited sample of respondents (graduate and 

undergraduate students). This study did not sample across the entire population, which 

would have allowed for more generalizable conclusions with respect to consumer 

responses to social sponsorships. Obviously, this research needs to be expanded. 

In addition, this study did not attempt to manipulate the environment in which 

subjects made their decisions. 

The choice task of brand profiles naturally restricted respondents' options. 

Clearly, a complete test of the hypotheses presented requires examination of 

additional contexts, and the employment of other research approaches, particularly for 

value of sponsorship estimates. 
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lt is important to note that the social dimension is not a black and white issue, 

and how consumers are affected by personal interests and beliefs is not clear. lt was 

relatively difficult to find a "low fit social cause", since the social dimension is well 

perceived in advance. Hence, future research should take culture and society into 

consideration. 

5.3 Managerial Implications 

The conceptual model and empirical studies showed that marketing initiatives 

that include social content can be effective in terms of creating more value, consumer 

brand choice, and loyalty, compared to more traditional commercial content programs. 

Marketers could use these positive associations between the brand and the social 

cause to better meet the socially-oriented consumer segment's needs, obtain premium 

prices, increase brand loyalty, and design more efficient marketing campaigns. 

Brand managers should realize that the social signal will cease to function as a 

signal (i.e., quality) if consumers detect inaccuracies in the corporation's message 

communications consistency and actions within the community. 

lt is important to note that every brand is different and has its own personality. lt 

is difficult to select an optima! cause. In other words, finding a cause that meets both 

business and social goals, and does not diminish brand identity, is a complex task. 
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Certain social causes might do little for - even damage - the brand image if an 

adequate alignment between the brand and cause is not perceived. Additionally, poor 

results may occur if the reason to support social marketing initiatives is to diminish a 

damaged reputation, which is more likely to be seen as exploitative and opportunistic. 

This experimental research, through conjoint exerc1ses and brand beliefs 

measures, could serve as a base for refining and testing ideas for societal marketing 

initiatives against one another, or for comparative analysis with more commercial 

marketing initiatives. Additionally, it can be helpful in defining products with an 

optimum combination of features. 

These studies support previous research that additional benefits can be 

perceived, such as an increase in brand equity, consum1!r and employee loyalty, brand 

differentiation, and social and economic goals. Moreover, it implies favorable treatment 

from stakeholders because of good corporate citizenship behavior. 

5.4 Implications for Future Research 

Replication of these results is needed across different cultures to provide more 

insight to multi-national companies and their marketing teams about the benefits in 

different target markets. More research is needed to evaluate consumer behavior in 

different cultures and economic levels, and govemment responses to social demands. 

According to different survey studies, additional benefits are perceived when 

corporations support cause-related initiatives, such as employee loyalty and recruitment 

enhancement (motivating the work force or communicating the essence of the 
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company's values). At the organizational level, an interesting study might be to evaluate 

these survey responses more empirically for a better understanding of the effects of 

supporting societal marketing initiatives across types of products (i.e., vice products), 

and how these initiatives intluence behavior within companies, such as creating more 

motivated and enthusiastic employees. Furthennore, the model presented showcases 

how corporate societal marketing initiatives influence consumer responses. 

Multinational corporations are shown to be key play,;:rs in the promotion of these 

corporate initiatives. Thus, an interesting study might be to incorporate in the model, the 

intluence that the social behavior of multinationals and their brand penetration has on 

consumers. 

Companies choose to be associated with popular, uncontroversial causes, and 

big, well-known non-profit organizations. This experimental research showed evidence 

that a low fit social cause could have positive effects. Further research is needed to 

evaluate non-popular causes and the intluence of a low clegree of fit. 

Consumers and social activist groups will increasingly continue to closely 

evaluate the "social behavior" of corporations. Support of vice products - such as 

tobacco and alcohol - will also be subject of increased altention. Sorne socially-oriented 

consumers will demand a "state of perfection that is unachievable'' (Drumwright & 

Murphy, 2002). This could produce a boomerang effect leading to less support of social 

causes by companies, which creates the opposite of the desired effect. 

Causes are bigger than organizations, meaning that a single company cannot 

supply the resources needed to eliminate hunger, for example. More social alliances are 
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needed. A typical social alliance links a corporation with a non-profit organization. 

However, only a few corporations have alliances with other corporations, and work 

together to create new societal marketing initiatives to the benefit of both companies. 

Complementary integration could produce more efficiency to the bottom line, and 

provide insight as to how the marketing initiative should be designed and combined 

most effectively. 

This experimental research did not clearly evaluate consumers' reactions to 

different social causes by considering that their positive effects could be moderated by 

prior beliefs about the company, their attributions regarding the company's motivations, 

personal involvement, high loyalty, social infonnation processing, or other factors. 

More research is needed to complement the model. 

Finally, corporate social initiatives are beneficial to both societal welfare and the 

bottom line. CSM initiatives accomplish both the traditional Friedman's position (1970) 

that the social responsibility of business is to generate profits for stockholders and jobs 

for workers, and the marketing and societal approach, to provide for consumers' and 

society's well-being. 

In the words of American Express, a corporation whose corporate social 

initiatives have been both applauded and criticized: 

"Not only is it appropriate for the company to give back to the communities in 

which it operates, it is also smart business. Healthy communities are important to the 

well-being of society and the overall economy. They also provide an environment that 
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helps companies such as American Express grow, innovate and attract outstanding 

talent." 
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Appendix A 

Corporate Societal Marketing: Forms and Dimensions 

Form Emphasis Employee Typi!S of Budget 
Given Involvement Resources Source 
Economic Depl!oyed 
Ob_jectives 

Traditional Low Low Money Philanthropy 
philanthropy 
Strategic Moderate Low Money, in-kind Philanthropy 
Philanthropy gifts 
Sponsorships Moderate to Low to Money, in-kind Marketing 

high Moderate gifts, volunteer 
support 

Advertising Moderate to Low Adv,;:rtising Marketing 
with a social high expertise and 
dimension expenditures 
Cause-related Moderate to Low Adv,;:rtising Marketing 
marketing high expertise, 

expenditures, 
money 

Licensing High None Contractual firrns, Corporate, 
agreements co-branding support marketing 
Social alliances Low to Low to high Adv,;:rtising Marketing, 

moderate expertise and sales, 
expenditures, philanthropy, 
personal selling, community 
special events, In- relations, 
kind gifts, money, corporate 
profossional 
expertise, volunteer 
support 

Traditional Low High Volunteer support Community 
volunteerism relations 
Strategic Moderate High Volunteer support, Community 
volunteerism profüssional relations, 

expertise, marketing, 
advertising human 

resources 
Enterprises Low to high Low to high Professional Corporate, 

expe:rtise from marketing 
varicd company 
functions 
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Appeodix B 

List of Corporate Cause lnitiatives 

Compaoy Cause Program Social Resources Coverage 
(year) Allianc,i/ 

own 
program 

American- Hunger Charge Social $21 million Global 
Express Against alliance and 

Hunger volunteers 
( 1993-1996) 

Anheuser- Youth Designated Social u.s. 
Busch Driver alliances 

Avon Women's Health Breast Own and $250 million 50 countries 
Cancer social and 
Awareness alliances volunteers 
(1993- ) 

Chevrolet Youth Chevy Own 1 1 O chapters u.s. 
ROCK in us high 

schools 

ConAgra Child Hunger Feeding America's One million U.S. 
Foods Children Second meals 

Better Harvest, served in 85 
Retailers communities 

Danone Children Building Own Global 
Their 
Dreams 

Home Depot Homeless, Team Depot Own and $125 million u.s. 
children, elderly (1989 - ) 

social 
and disabled alliances 

LensCrafter' s Underpriviledged Give the Own 3 million 26 countries 

people Gift of Sight people by 

(l 988 - ) 
2003 

Levi Strauss Health AJOS cure Own $25 million lnternational 

McDonald's Children and Ronald Own $320 million 44 countries 
their families McDonald 

House 
Charities 
(l 974- ) 

Procter & Children Give Kids Give Kids $12 million 1990 
Gamble the World the World 
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Reebok Youth Human Own Global 
Rights 

Target Education Take Charge Own $2 Million U.S. 
of Education per week 

Televisa Children Gol por la México 
vida (organ 
transplants) 

Timberland Environment The Path of Social Up to 40 13 countries 
Service a\liances hours of 
(1992) with over paid time for 

200 community 
organizations service per 

year 

Wal-Mart Education Good.Works Own and U.S. and 
social subsidaries 
alliances; 
Children's 
Miracle 
Network 

Kimberly- Children Kimberly- Own 35 u.s. 
Clark Clark prograrn playgrounds 

Community serving 
Playgrounds 37,000 
Project children 

Rockport Health Walking Own 30 million U.S 
program participants 

Gillette Health Gillete Own U.S. 
Women's 
Cancer 
Connection 

JCPenney Children JCPenney Social 30 million U.S. 
CAN DO alliances 
Afterschool 
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Appendix C 

Performance beliefs and general beliefs 
Study 1 

Fresh Convenient High Value Bargain 
Slimming Healthy Protective Energizing 
Safe Good Trustworthy Caring 
Honest Sincere Real Wholesome 
Original Cheerful Sentimental Friendly 
Daring Young Unique Up-to-date 
Reliable lntelligent Leader 

Study 2 

De mucho valor Fresca Barata Real 
Saludable Energizante Segura Confiable 
Generosa Honesta Solidaria Buena 
Divertida Amigable Joven Única 
Responsable Familiar Protector Bienestar 

Study 3 
High freshness Slimming Good flavor Good quality 
Good value Healthy Energizing Trustworthy 
Caring Good Cheerful Young 
Generous Sincere 
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Appendix D 

Questionnaire 

BRAND ATTRACTIVENESS snmv 

Section l. 

Attached to this page are 8 quarter-pages that contain 8 different brand profiles for Budweiser 
Beer. Please consider each of these 8 profiles and decide which one you like the best, second 
best, third best, and so on, down to 8th best. Think about how much you like each profile overall 
for a typical situation in which you might be purchasing beer. F'lease stack the quarter-pages in 
order of your preference, with your favorite brand profile on the top and your least favorite brand 
profile on the bottom. Then, at the bottom of each quarter-pag,e, please circle a number 
between 1 and 8 to indicate what rank you give a profile. Do not award two profiles the same 
number (i.e., no ties). After providing ranks on these 8 quarter--pages, do not go back and 
change these ranks after reading other portions of this questionnaire. Clip the 8 quarter-pages 
back on to this page and go immediately on to the next section. 

[G,S] 

Section 11. 

Please list the major reasons why you just ranked the profiles tl1e way you did? Or, in other 
words, what was it about certain profiles that made you rank them better? 
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Section 111. 

Regardless of which brand profile you ranked as your favorite, we would like you to judge the following 
brand profile in answering the next set of questions: 

$5 per 6 pack 

100 calories per serving 

Fortified with 3 grams of Protein per serving 

Sponsor of the Budweiser Designated Driver Program 

Overall, compared to other brands of beer you might consider buying (as a 6 pack), how 
favorable do you feel about this Budweiser profile? Circle 1 if you feel very unfavorable, 7 if 
you feel very favorable, and a number in between if your feelings are less extreme. 

Very Unfavorable 2 3 4 5 6 7 Very Favorable 

Overall, compared to other brands of beer you might consider buying (as a 6 pack), how likely 
are you to purchase this version of Budweiser? Circle 1 if you are very unlikely to buy, 7 if you 
are very likely to buy, and a number in between if your intentions are less clear. 

Very Unlikely to Buy 
Buy 

2 3 4 5 6 7 Very Likely to 

On the scales below and on the next page, words that could be used to describe this version of Budweiser 
are listed in pairs of opposites. For each pair, please circle the number between I and 7 that reflects how 
well you feel the two words describe this Budweiser profile. Circle a I ifthe word on the left describes 
exactly how you feel about this profile, circle a 7 ifthe word on the right describes exactly how you feel 
about this profile, circle a 4 if neither word describes how you feel about this profile, and circle other 
numbers ifyou feel a word describes this profile well but not perfectly. 

Stale 2 3 4 5 6 7 Fresh 

lnconvenient 2 3 4 5 6 7 Convenient 

Low Value 2 3 4 5 6 7 High Value 

Overpriced 2 3 4 5 6 7 Bargain 

Fattening 2 3 4 5 6 7 Slimming 
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12 ounce Bottle 
$5 per 6 pack 

100 calories per serving 
Fortified with 3 grams of Protein per serving 

Sponsor of the Budweiser Designated Driver Program 

Unhealthy 2 3 4 5 6 7 Healthy 

Dangerous 2 3 4 5 6 7 Protective 

Sedating 2 3 4 5 6 7 Energizing 

Risky 2 3 4 5 6 7 Safe 

Bad 2 3 4 5 6 7 Good 

U ntrustworthy 2 3 4 5 6 7 Trustworthy 

Selfish 2 3 4 5 6 7 Caring 

Dishonest 2 3 4 5 6 7 Honest 

lnsincere 2 3 4 5 6 7 Sincere 

Fake 2 3 4 5 6 7 Real 

Unwholesome 2 3 4 5 6 7 Wholesome 

Copy 2 3 4 5 6 7 Original 

Sad 2 3 4 5 6 7 Cheerful 

Unsentimental 2 3 4 5 6 7 Sentimental 

Unfriendly 2 3 4 5 6 7 Friendly 

Timid 2 3 4 5 6 7 Daring 

Old 2 3 4 5 6 7 Young 

Common 2 3 4 5 6 7 Unique 

Behind-the-times 2 3 4 5 6 7 Up-to-date 

Unreliable 2 3 4 5 6 7 Reliable 

Foolish 2 3 4 5 6 7 lntelligent 

Follower 2 3 4 5 6 7 Leader 
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Section IV. 

Please circle the number between 1 and 7 that indicates how strongly you disagree or agree 
with each of the following statements. 

1. Budweiser would be a good sponsor for a designated driver program. 

Strongly Disagree 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Strongly Agree 

2. Budweiser anda designated driver program seem to fit together well. 

Strongly Disagree 2 3 4 5 6 7 Strongly Agrne 

3. lt is hard forme to understand why Budweiser would sponsor a designated driver program. 

Strongly Disagree 2 3 4 5 6 7 Strongly Agme 

4. Sponsorship of a designated driver program is more of a commercial venture than a social 
venture. 

Strongly Disagree 2 3 4 5 6 7 Strongly Agree 

5. When a company sponsors a designated driver program it is doing more to help business 
organizations become richer than it is to help social welfare. 

Strongly Disagree 2 3 4 5 6 7 Strongly Agree 

6. Companies that sponsor a designated driver program are seeking corporate profits more 
than benefits for society. 

Strongly Disagree 

Section V. 

2 3 4 5 6 7 Strongly Ag:ee 

Please provide the following information about yourself. 

1 purchase beer for my household: 

Never 

__ About once per month 

__ About once per week 

__ More often than once per week 

My gender is: 

Male 

Female 

PLEASE DO NOT DISCUSS THIS STUDY WITH OTHER STUDENTS UNTIL AFTER IT HAS 
BEEN DISCUSSED IN CLASS!! 

PLEASE GO TO THE NEXT PAGE FOR FINAL INSTRUCTIONS ABOUT RETURNING THE 
QUESTIONNAIRE AND ENTERING THE PARTICIPANT LOTTEFtY. THANKS!!! 
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FIVE STUDENTS WILL BE RANDOML Y SELECTED TO RECEIVE A $50 GIFT 
CERTIFICATE TO BRIXX RESTAURANT (INDEPENDENT OF PARTICIPATION IN THE 
STUDY). 

TO BE ELIGIBLE FOR THE LOTTERY THAT WILL BE HELD, COMPLETE THE 
INFORMATION BELOW, TEAR OFF THIS PAGE, ANO PLACE IT IN A SEPARATE 
COLLECTION BOX FROM THE BOXES WHERE THE MAIN PART C>F THE 
QUESTIONNAIRE SHOULD BE PLACED. 

WHETHER YOU DESIRE TO BE IN THE LOTTERY OR NOT, PLACE THE COMPLETED 
QUESTIONNAIRE BACK IN THE ENVELOPE ANO THEN PUT IT IN ONE OF THE BOXES 
AT THE FRONT OF THE CLASS OR IN THE HALLWAY BY THE MAILROOM. 

Name of Lottery Entrant: _________________ _ 

Email: __________________ _ 
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Table 1 

Brand Attributes and Leve Is of the Three Experimental Studies 

Study 1 

Brand attributes Beer Chocolate Milk 
Package 1: Can 1: C:arton 

2: Glass 2: F'lastic 

Price 1: $5.00 per six pack 1: $2.50 per 4 pack 

2: $8.00 per six pack 2: $4.00 per 4 pack 
Calories 1: 100 calories per serving 1 : 125 calories per serving 

2: 1 SO calories per serving 2: 225 calories per serving 
Protein 1: 1.5 grams per serving 1: 500 mg 

2: 3.0 grams per serving 2: 1000 mg 
Sponsorship !:NO l:NO 

2: YES 2: YES 

St d 2 U IY 

Brand attributes Beer Milk 
Package 1: Can 1: Carton 

2: Glass 2: Tetra brik 
Price 1: $39.00* per six pack 1: $7.50* per 4 pack 

2: $62.00* per six pack 2:. $12.00* per 4 pack 
Calories 1: 100 calories per serving 1 : 125 calories per serving 

2: 150 calories per serving 2: 225 calories per serving 
Protein 1: 1.5 grams per serving 1: 500 mg 

2: 3.0 grams per serving 2: 1000 mg 
Sponsorship 1: NO l:NO 

2: YES 2: YES 
* Mexican pesos 

Study 3 

Brand attributes Beer .Juice 
Package 1: Can 1: Carton 

2: Glass 2: Plastic 
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Price 1: $5.00 per six pack 1: $2.00 per 4 pack 

2: $7.00 per six pack 2: $2.80 per 4 pack 
Calories 1 : 100 calories per serving 1 : 125 calories per serving 

2: 150 calories per serving 2: 225 calories per serving 
Protein 1: 1.5 grams per serving 1: 500 mg 

2: 3.0 grams per serving 2: 1000 mg 
Sponsorship l:NO l:NO 

2: YES 2: YES 
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Brands 

High Fit Social 
Cause 

Low Fit Social 
Cause 

High Fit 
Commercial 
Cause 

Low Fit 
Commercial 
Cause 

Alternative to 
Sponsorship 

Sample 
Characteristics 
Gcnder 

Sample 
distribution 
Age 

City 

Table 2 

Brands and Conditions of the Three Experimental Studies 

Study 1 Studv 2 
Budweiser Hershey's Tecate LALA 
Beer Chocolate Beer Milk 

Milk 
Designated Help Kids Designated Feed Milk 
Driver Read Driver To Poor 
Program Program Program Children 

Program 

Help Kids Designated Feed Milk Designated 
Read Driver To Poor Driver 
Program Program Children Program 

Program 
NASCAR ABC Sunday CART En Familia 
Racing Night Family Racing Children's 
Team Movie Team Television 

Program 
ABC NASCAR En Familia CART 
Sunday RacingTeam Children's Racing 
Night Television Team 
Family Program 
Movie 
Host of Host of Host of Six Host of Six 
Busch HersheyPark Flags Flags 
Gardens Amusement Amusement 

Park Park 

Table 3 
Sample Characteristics 

Studv 1 Studv 2 
MBA Students from U .S. MBA Students from Mexico 
N = 135 N =456 
Beer Beer 
Mate: 64% Mate: 60% 
Fcmale: 36% Female:40% 
Chocolate Milk Milk 
Mate: 60% Mate: 49% 
Female: 40% Female: 51% 
Beer =72 Beer = 234 
Chocolate Milk = 63 Milk = 222 

20-30 years: 70% 
30-40 years: 23% 
40-50 years: 6% 
more than 50: 1 % 
Mexico City: 22% 
Saltillo: 7% 
San Luis Potosí: 35% 
Tampico: 13% 
Chihuahua: 23% 

Studv 3 
Casta Jumex 
Beer Juice 

World World 
Environmental Environmental 
Organi711tion Organization 
Recycling Recycling 
Camoai1rn Campaign 
Global Cornea Global Cornea 
Research and Research and 
Surgery Surgery 
Center Center 
WorldCup World Cup 
Soccer Soccer 
Tournament Tournament 

World Wine World Wine 
Festival Festival 

Member of the Member of the 
Council of Council of 
Better Business Better Business 
Bureaus Bureaus 

Studv 3 
Undergraduatc Students from U.S. 
N = 216 
Beer 
Mate: 39% 
Female: 61% 
Juice 
Mate: 35% 
Female: 65% 
Beer = 104 
Juice= 112 
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Table 4 
Reliabilities of lndependent Measures of the Three Experimental Studies 

Study 1 

Beer 
Independent Measure Cronbach's alpha 
Fit 0.8516 
Social 0.7416 

Chocolate Milk 
lndependent Measure Cronbach's alpha 
Fit 0.9638 
Social 0.8746 

Study 2 

Beer 
IndependentMeasure Cronbach's alpha 
Fit 0.7552 
Social 0.5952 

Milk 
Independent Measure Cronbach's alpha 
Fit 0.8150 
Social 0.7054 

Study 3 

Beer 
Independent Measure Cronbach's alpha 
Fit 0.7318 
Social 0.5911 
Feeling 0.7942 

Juice 
lndependent Measure Cronbach's alpha 
Fit 0.7825 
Social 0.6946 
Feeling 0.7842 

Most of scales meet the alpha standard of 0.6 for exploratory studies proposed by 
Nunnally (1978). 
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Table 5 
Manipulation Checks ofthe Three Experimental Studies 

Study 1 

Beer 

Fit 
Social 
p<.005 

Chocolate Milk 

Fit 
Social 
p< .001 

Study 2 

Beer 

Fit 
Social 
p<.005 

Milk 

Fit 
Social 
p<.001 

Study 3 

Beer 

Fit 
Social 
p<.01 

Juice 

Fit 
Social 
p<.001 

High/Social 
5.59 (1.38) 
4.40 ( 1.08) 

High /Social 
5.85 (1.11) 
3.96 (1.74) 

Hieh/Social 
5.24 (1.66) 
4.93 (1.57) 

Hieh /Social 
5.85 (1.30) 
4.53 ( 1.52) 

Hieh /Social 
4.45 (1.36) 
4.48 (1.21) 

High /Social 
4.67 (1.57) 
4.08 (1.37) 

Low /Commercial F-value 
2.98 (1.52) 55.88 
5.35 (1.49) 9.18 

Low/Commercial F-value 
3.01 (1.66) 64.70 
5.34(1.34) 12.18 

Low/Commercial F-value 
3.11 (1.78) 87.40 
5.32 (1 .40) 3.77 

Low /Commercial F-value 
3.94 (1.86) 78.49 
5.39 (1.28) 20.43 

Low /Cornmercial F-value 
3.50 (1.56) 10.65 
5.21 (1.16) 9.74 

Low /Commercial F-value 
3.14 (1.33) 30.83 
5.67 (1.01) 48.76 
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Study 1 
Budweiser 

Table 6 
Type of Sponsorship and Fit Interaction 

Beliefs High Fit Low fit F value 
Social 1 Commercial Social 1 Commercial 

Fresh 5.00 (.96) 1 4.31 ( 1.35) 4.68 (1.05) 1 5.29 (.90) 5.55 
p<.05 

Study 2 

Type of sponsorship 

Beer 
Beliefs 
High value 
Responsible 
Solidarity 
Good 
Generous 
Welfare 
Energize 
p<.001 
* p< .05 
** p<.01 

Milk 
Beliefs 
Good 
Protector 
p<.05 

Table 7 
General beliefs and performance bdiefs 

Social 
4.79 (1.81) 
4.59 (1.32) 
4.92 (1.52) 
5.02 (1.50) 
4.91 (1.46) 
4.76 (1.15) 
4.21 (1.40) 

Social 
5.85 (1.29) 
5.36 (1.29) 

Commercial 
4.14 (1.89) 
3.68 (1.57) 
4.28 (1.49) 
4.60 (1.88) 
4.56 (1.52) 
4.44 (1.36) 
4.59 (1.57) 

Commercial 
5.45 (1.69) 
4.96 (1.56) 

Table 8 
Regression Results 

F value 
6.83** 
24.02 
10.33 
5.04* 
3.68* 
4.13* 
3.87* 

1 F value 
3.88 
4.45 

Brand Judgments and Brand Feelings Interaction 
Study 2 
Tecate 
D d t . bl Atft d epen en varia e: 1 U e 
Beliefs Beta 
Value p = .237, ': = 3.45, p < .001, RL = .056. 
Responsible p = .229, t = 3.32, p < .001, RL = .052. 
Solidarity p = .260, t = 3.81, p < .001, R' = .068. 
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Degree of Fit 

Beer 
Beliefs 
Real 
Youn~ 
Solidarity 
Generous 
p< .05 *p<.0 1 

Milk 
Beliefs 
High Value 
Real 
Healthy 
Energize 
Safe 
Trustworthy 
Generous 
Honesty 
Solidarity 
Good 
Responsible 
Protector 
Welfare 
Reliability 

Table 9 
General Beliefs and Perfonnance Beliefs 

Study 2 

Hieh Low 
4.50 (1.67) 3.99 (1.94) 
4.46 (1.76) 4.95 (1.46) 
4.47 (1.32) 4.72 (1.69) 
4.54 (1.41) 4.93 (1.61) 

Hie:h Low 
5.66 (1.31) 4.85 ( 1.80) 
5.40 (1.48) 4.89 (1.81) 
6.10 (1.10) 5.54 (1.69) 
5.63 (1.24) 5.32 (1.47) 
5.86 (1.30) 5.37 (1.63) 
6.01 (1.23) 5.42 (1.67) 
5.36 (1.32) 5.02 (1.45) 
5.41 ( 1.32) 5.01 (1.50) 
5.58 (1.39) 4.88 (1.41) 
5.98 (1.13) 5.29 (1.77) 
5.60 (1.15) 4.89 (1.64) 
5.52 (1.25) 4.78 (1.53) 
5.92 (1.02) 5.38 (1.70) 
5.75 (0.97) 5.21 (1.36) 

p< .001 *p<.01 **p<.05 

F value 
4.67 
7.07* 
3.78 
7.17* 

F value 
15.34 
6.26** 
9.56* 
3.93** 
7.01 * 
9.78* 
3.80** 
5.14** 
14.71 
11.49 
14.92 
16.17 
8.12* 
10.77 
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Table 10 
General Beliefs and Perfonnance Beliefs 

Study 3 
Type of sponsorship 

Beer 
Beliefs 
Caring 
Generous 
Goodness 
p<.001 *p<.05 

Juice 
Beliefs 
Healthy 
Trust 
Goodness 
Generous 
Sincere 
Goodwill 

Social 
6.61 (2.62) 
7.10 (2.36) 
6.50 (2.09) 

Social 
8.00 (2.22) 
7.39 (2.09) 
7.89 (1.89) 
7.53 (2.10) 
7.54 (2.22) 
7.58 (1.79) 

p< .001 *p<.01 **p< .05 

Commercial 
5.78 (2.10) 
6.14 (2.12) 
6.10(1.80) 

Commercial 
7.39 (2.51) 
6.97 (2.03) 
7.33 (1.92) 
6.47 (2.06) 
6.50 (2.02) 
6.72 (2.29) 

Table 11 
Regression Results 

F value 
12.62 
19.44 
4.49* 

F value 
7.43* 
4.42** 
9.65* 
28.89 
26.88 
18.96 

Brand Judgments and Brand Feelings Interaction 

Study 3 
Beer 
D d t . bl Atf t d epen en varia e: 1 u e 
Beliefs 
Generosity 
Caring 

Juice 
D d t . bl Atft d epen en vana e: 1 u e 
Beliefs 
Healthy 
Energize 

Beta 
p = .169, t = 3.23, p < .001, RL = .028. 
p = .156, t = 2.98, p < .003, R¿ = .022. 

Beta 
p = .169, t = 3.23, p < .001, R' = .028. 
p = .156, t = 2.98, p < .003, RL = .022. 
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Degree of Fit 

Beer 
Beliefs 
Young 
p<.01 

Juice 
Beliefs 
Healthy 
Energize 
Good 
Cheerful 
Young 
Vigorous 
Reliable 
p< .001 *p<.01 

Study 3 
Beer 

Table 12 
General Beliefs and Performance Beliefs 

Study 3 

Hi h Low 
6.67 (1.98) 6.1 O (1.97) 

Hieh Low 
8.14 (2.13) 7.26 (2.55) 
7.94 (2.07) 6.87 (2.45) 
7.88 (1.81) 7.35 (2.00) 
7.54 ( 1.87) 6.93 (1.92) 
7.47 (2.03) 6.15 (2.26) 
7.57 (1.60) 6.71 (1.93) 
7.68 (1.55) 7.20 (1.92) 

Table 13 

1 F value 
8.32 

F value 
15.51 
24.33 
8.28* 
11.20 
41.92 
26.18 
8.23* 

Type of Sponsorship and Degree of Fit lnteraction 
Hypothesis 7 

Beliefs Hieh Fit Low fit F value 
Social Commercial Social Commercial 

Fresh 7.10 (2.05) 6.67 (2.46) 6.92 (2.39) 7.69 (2.63) 6.86 
Quality 6.76 (2.44) 6.45 (2.46) 6.66 (2.35) 7.48 (2.28) 5.93 
Reliable 6.52 (1.78) 6.45 (2.05) 6.39 (1.95) 7.33 (2.17) 6.57 
p<.05 
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Table 14 

Conjoint Analysis Results of the Three Experimental Studies 
Beer 
United Sates 
Budweiser 

Attributes 
Sponsorship 

Price 

Measure 
PW 
RI 
PW 
RI 

Overall Preference: 

HF-S 
0.095 
7.61% 
0.580 
46.21% 

LF-S HF-C: 
0.132 -0.020 
9.54% -1.80% 
0.505 0.68:2 
36.52% 59.89% 

HF-S: Sponsorship, low price, glass, low calories, high nutrients 
LF-S: Sponsorship, low price, glass, low calories, high nutrients 
HF-C: No sponsorship, low price, glass, low calories, high nutrients 
LF-C: No sponsorship, low price, glass, low calories, high nutrients 

Casta 

Attributes Measure HF-S LF-S HF--C 
Sponsorship PW 0.135 0.080 0.104 

RI 16.23% 7.98% 11.87% 
Price PW 0.340 0.351 0.303 

RI 40.84% 34.75% 34.47% 

Overall Preference: 
HF-S: Sponsorship, low price, glass, low calories, high nutrients 
LF-S: Sponsorship, low price, glass, low calories, high nutrients 
HF-C: Sponsorship, low price, glass, low calories, high nutricnts 
LF-C: No sponsorship, low price, glass, low calories, high nutrients 

Mexico 
Tecate 
Attributes 
Sponsorship 

Price 

Measure 
PW 
RI 
PW 
RI 

Overall Preference: 

HF-S 
0.132 
14.99% 
0.424 
47.88% 

LF-S HF-C 
0.189 0.019 
19.32% 2.36% 
0.458 0.492 
46.81% 60.51% 

HF-S: Sponsorship, low price, can, low calories, high nutrients 
LF-S: Sponsorship, low price, can, low calories, high nutrients 
HF-C: Sponsorship, low price, can, low calories, high nutricnts 
LF-C: No sponsorship, low price, can, low calories, high nv.trients 

LF-C 
-0.098 
-8.67% 
0.577 
50.69% 

LF-C 
-0.135 
-26.53% 
0.291 
57.16% 

LF-C 
-0.259 
-67.10% 
0.365 
94.75% 
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Table 14 ( continued) 
Hershey's 

Attributes Measure HF-5 LF-5 HF-C 
Sponsorship PW 0.102 -0.061 0.08:1 

RI 10.64% -9.04% 6.88% 
Price PW 0.374 0.340 0.442 

RI 39.00% 50.22% 36.5"1% 

Overall Preference: 
HF-S: Sponsorship, low price, glass, low calories, high nutrients 
LF-S: No sponsorship, low price, carton, low calories, high nutrients 
HF-C: Sponsorship, low price, glass, low calories, high nutrients 
LF-C: Sponsorship, low price, glass, low calories, high nutrients 

LALA 

Attributes Measure HF-5 LF-5 HF-C 
Sponsorship PW 0.282 -0.037 O.OE>O 

RI 30.03% -9.80% 7.3B% 
Price PW 0.323 0.329 0.373 

RI 34.37% 85.33% 45.73% 

Overall Preference: 
HF-S: Sponsorship, low price, tetra brik, low calories, high nutrients 
LF-S: No sponsorship, low price, tetra brik, low calories, high nutrients 
HF-C: Sponsorship, low price, tetra brik, low calories, high nutrients 
LF-C: No sponsorship, low price, tetra brik, low calories, high nutrients 

Jumex 
Attributes Measure HF-5 LF-5 HF=-c 
Sponsorship PW 0.088 0.127 0.'109 

RI 12.74% 14.14% 9.29% 
Price PW 0.314 0.377 0.449 

RI 45.45% 41.93% 3Ei.26% 

Overall Preference: 
HF-S: Sponsorship, low price, glass, low calories, high nutricnts 
LF-S: Sponsorship, low price, glass, low calories, low nutrients 
HF-C: Sponsorship, low price, glass, low calories, high nutrients 
LF-C: No sponsorship, low price, glass, low calories, high nutrients 

LF-C 
0.100 
8.00% 
0.545 
43.34% 

LF-C 
-0.135 
-34.84% 
0.268 
69.12% 

LF-C 
-0.075 
-8.89% 
0.289 
33.88% 
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Type of 
sponsorship 

HF-S 
LF-S 
HF-C 
LF-C 

Table 15 

One-Dollar Price Estímate of the Three Experimental Studies 

Value 

Budweiser Tecate Casta Hershey':, LALA Jumex 
0.193 0.190 0.170 0.250 0.739 0.393 

0.168 0.205 0.176 0.227 0.753 0.472 

0.227 0.220 0.151 0.295 0.854 0.562 

0.192 0.164 0.145 0.364 0.613 0.362 

Table 16 

Value of Sponsorship of the Three Experimental Studies 
(U.S. dollars) 

Type of sponsorship Valm! 
Budweiser Tecate Casta llershey's LALA 

HF-S $ 0.49 $ 0.70 $ 0.79 $ 0.41 $ 0.38 

LF-S $ 0.78 $ 0.92 $ 0.46 - $ 0.27 - $ 0.05 

HF-C - $ 0.09 $ 0.09 $ 0.69 $ 0.28 $ 0.07 

LF-C - $ 0.51 - $ 1.58 - $ 0.93 $ 0.28 - $ 0.22 

Jumex 
$ 0.22 

$ 0.27 

$ 0.19 

- $ 0.21 
Minus sign interpretation is that the altemative level was more preferred than the cause sponsorship. 
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Table 17 
Clusters Analysis of the Three Experimental Studies 

Budweiser 

Segment Size (%) 

Socially oriented 23% 
Passive consumers 71% 
Non-socially oriented 6% 
* significant at 1 % level; **ns. 

Tecate 

SeAment Size (%) 
Socially oriented 51% 
Passive consumers 39% 
Non-socially oriented 10% 
* s1gmficant at 1 % level; **significant at 5% level 

Casta 

Avera!ie part-worth 
Spons;orship* 
0.490 
0.021 
-0.218 

Avera,¡ae part-worth 

Sponsorship* 
0.440 
-0.037 
-0.523 

Average part-worth 
SeAment Size (%) Sponsorship* 
Socially oriented 43.8% 0.425 
Passive consumers 43.8% -0.015 
Non-socially oriented 12.5% -0.563 
* significant at 1 % level; * *significant at 5% level 

H h ers ey s 

SeAment 
Socially oriented 
Passive consumers 
Non-socially oriented 
* significant at 1 % level; **ns. 

LALA 

Segment 
Socially oriented 
Passive consumers 
Non-socially oriented 
* significant at 1 % level; * *ns. 

Jumex 

Segment 
Socially oriented 
Passive consumers 
Non-socially oriented 
* significant at 1 % level; **ns. 

Size (%) 

18.8% 
68.8% 
12.5% 

Size (%) 

37% 
44% 
19% 

Size (%) 

30.0% 
50.0% 
20.0% 

Pric1!** Packaging** 

0.467 -0.197 
o.36a -0.384 
-0.1fi3 0.218 

Average part-worth 
Spom,orship* 
0.363 
o 
-0.381 

Average part-worth 
Sponsorship* 
0.550 
-0.00!l 
-0.387 

Averc1ge part-worth 

Sponsorship* 
0.625 
o 
-0.40:3 

Price** 
0.354 
0.589 
0.654 

Price** 
0.331 
0.566 
0.458 

1 

Calories ** 
0.233 
0.103 
-0.181 

Price** 
0.400 
0.342 
0.381 

Price** 
0.335 
0.379 
0.180 

Price** 
0.152 
0.427 
0.425 
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Figure 1 

A Hierarchical Model of How Corporate Societal Marketing lnitiatives lnfluence 
Consumer Response 

Attribute 
Beliefs 

Marketing lnitiative Exposure 

Social 
Content 

Degree of 
fit 
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Brand Purchase 
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H9 

Brand Preference 
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Figure 2 

CUSTOMER-BASED BRAND EQUITY MODEL 

Rasonanca 
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Figure 3 

Card pro files of the Three Experimental Studies 

12 ounce Bottle 
$5 per 6 pack 

150 calories per serving 
Fortified with 1.5 grams of Protein per serving 

Sponsor ofthe Budweiser Designated Driver Program 

l litro en envase "tetra brik" 
$7.5 por litro 

125 calorías por porción 
Fortificado con 1000 rng. de Calcio por porción 

Patrocinador del Programa de Donación de Leche a Niños Pobres 

12 ounce Can 
$2.80 per 4 pack 

140 calories per serving 
Fortified with 1000 mg. of Calcium per serving 
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Study 1 

Sponsor ofthe World Environmental Organization Recycling Campaign 

Figure 4 

Hierarchy of effects - Attitude, Purchase Intention 
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Figure 6 

Attitude, Purchase Intention 
Study 2 
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Study 2 
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Figure 9 

Attitude, Purchase Intention 
Study 3 
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Figure 10 

Sponsorship Part-Worths by Condition of the Three Experimental Studies 
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Figure 1 O ( continued) 
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